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The PAOLI Amplifier; the AR turntable; the EAGLE 7A amplifier; the
NELSON-REED 6-02B; the KINERGETICS processors; the KYOCERA
;DA-01 CD player

The Series 70 Power Amplifier is aremarkably unique musical
instrument. Remarkably sophisticated...remarkably simple...
remarkably affordable. Its oversized power supply (72,000 mF),
high current output stage, and lack of current-limiting circuitry,
make it ideal for distortion-free reproduction of demanding sources
such as Digital Disc. According to J. Gordon Holt, editor of
Stereophile, the 70 "...proved to be the best sounding amplifier
in its price class...A winner!" Visit your Amber dealer soon.
But don't just listen to the 70. Play it...as you would afine,
musical instrument.

From the Amber Collection of
Fine Musical Instruments:
The Series 70 Power Amplifier.
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AS WE SEE IT
PROMISES UNFULFILLED

by J. Gordon Holt

If you are to believe all the promotions grees of those tapes? How were they
for the Compact Disc, simply buying a recorded?
player will transport you instantly to sonic
Why, we just put abunch of instrunirvana. No background noise! No disments in this great big hall, and we use
tortion! Flat frequency response from 20
microphones to convert all those squiggly
Hz to 201(11z, plus or minus zilch! The
little sound waves into. ..
most perfect sound that modern highNo, no. What microphones do you
tech can provide! But if CD sound is so
use to make your master tapes?
perfect, what are so many people screamWell, we usually like AKG and Neuing bl(x)dy murder about? It seems that
mann condensers, and sometimes our
half the golden ears who hear it are
chief technician brings in his Acme elecsmitten with hate at first hearing. The
other half finds it the best thing since tax
shelters.
CD sound is variously described as
"liquid," "grainy," "gorgeous," "garbagy,"
"detailed," "harsh," "very musical" and
"horribly unmusical." Yours truly writes
an editorial in Stereophile urging everyone to buy aCD player. Sheffield's Doug
Sax writes letters to 160 manufacturers
and Billboard magazine decrying the CD
medium as offering "half the music for
twice the price." Are we all listening to
the same thing?
Spokesmen for the CD record manufacturers have claimed "There is no
possibility for sonic degradation!" or "Science does not know how to make abettersounding record," or "The CD sounds
exactly like our master tapes," or... Iley,
wait a minute. What was that last one?
Exactly like the master tapes, eh? And
what, pray tell, do your master tapes
sound like? Like your CDs, perhaps?
Exactly like them.
Well then, let's examine the pedi4

tret because. ..
Hold it right there! Why don't you
use Schoeps or Coles or B&K mikes?
They're supposed to produce the most
accurate sound.
Oh, we don't want accuracy; we want
each mike to have its own sonic flavor,
so we can choose the one that gives the
best sound from the instruments it was
aimed at.
You mean, they weren't just aimed
at the whole orchestra?
Oh dear, no. That's so primitive. Bell
Labs was recording that way back in the
'30s. We find it easier to get the kind of
sound we want—that is, that our market
researchers want—if we pick up every
instrumental group separately, from closeup, and. ..
You mean you multimike?
Of course. Doesn't everybody?
Some don't. But tell me, what do
you feed those mikes to? A Neve console,
maybe?
What's aNeve? No, ours was customdesigned by a local firm that services
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touring rock groups. It's ahoney! Twentyfour inputs, six independent foldbacks,
separate bass and treble controls, anifical
ahalf! Give you an idea how good it is,
it cost us $27,000 before installation.
Uh-huh. What digital mastering re-

99% of the Compact Discs which have
been issued to date, in the US at least,
are in fact of dubious ancestry. And most
of them sound pretty bad.
Traditionally the major record companies, which are the force behind CD's
software end, have sneered at the audio

corder do you use?
Oh, we don't master in digital. Do
you know how expensive that stuff is?

perfectionist and his preoccupation with
minutiae. The ideas that microphones
should have low distortion and flat re-

Heavens no! We have this old Ampex 350
tubed recorder. I
lama reliable machine.
Would you believe, that thing has run for

sponse, that multimiking destroys depth
and ambience as well as distorting musical timbres, that mixers (if absolutely

over 13,000 hours and it's never needed
any attention at all. Ilow's that for reliability! Oh, the heads need cleaning every
few months, hut that's normal for any
professional recorder.

necesssary) should have vanishingly low
distortion, and that the engineer should
keep his equalizers out of circuit and his
cotton-picking mitts off the gain controls,
have been scoffed at as impractical nonsense. Until CD.
For the first time, the consumer has

reverb on each input. Weighs aton and

Yes. Well, who converts your tapes
to digital?
Oh, we have that done by the Japanese firm that stamps our CDs. They're
really good, y'know? There's this little

asignal source which is aclear window
on everything preceding it, warts and all.
The CD is absolutely merciless in its
ability to spotlight everything that was

Japanese gentleman, Ithink his name's
done to musical sound from the time it
Osha or something like that, hut he's got
reached the (multi-) microphones to the
real good ears. Ile can hear 18 kl lz! Ile
time it cleared that last analog-to-digital
trims up our tapes before he transfers
them to 1601 format—you know, add a converter. Most commercial recordings
cannot stand that kind of close scrutiny.
little bass here, put some bite into those
And most listeners cannot stand what that
violins—the real thing sounds so dull,
kind of scrutiny reveals.
you know.
The overwhelming majority of CDs
So after your programs go through
Ihave heard have been more or less
your public-address mixer and equalizer
terrible. Some are tolerable. A precious
and onto your never-maintained Ampex,
they get processed asecond time before
they become CDs?
That's right. We put alot of care into
our product, because we want it to be
good. After all, that's what CD is all about,
isn't it?
The foregoing was of course completely hypothetical, and grossly exaggerated to make a point. The point is that
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few are quite good. But is that the promise
of CD? Quite good sound from one disc
out of 50? How would the Federal Trade
Commission view aproduct of which one
production sample out of fifty met its
advertising claims? flow do you think
Consumer's Union would rate it? Would
Ralph Nader insist that the product be
recalled? Yet the mass hi-ti magazines,

5

which have been crying for months about
how rotten most CDs are (while nonetheless assuming, along with me, that the
medium itself is not the problem), have
yet to suggest that the promoters of CD
might be guilty of fraud and misrepresentation—whether wittingly or not. Well,
I'm suggesting it.
Spending $1000 for a CD player is
not a ticket to sonic perfection. If the
manufacturers are going to promise that
it is, then dammit they have a moral, if
not aclear legal, obligation to come forth
with software that will do justice to that
player. But there's a hitch. (Isn't there
always?) You see, no court has ever tried
to define ahigh-fidelity recording.
The FTC established minimum
standards for 'high fidelity' .some years
ago to establish ground rules about the
advertising of audio products, as aresult
of flagrant abuses during the golden days
of hi-fi. But the FTC's definition of high
fidelity described it only in terms of
specifications. Any manufacturer is as free
today as he was 30 years ago to claim
that his product is better than (or higherfidelity than or more accurate than or
more musical than) anybody else's, because in the eyes of the FTC such assessments are amatter of personal opinion.
Unfortunately there isn't much the
public can do about it. If you buy aCD
with terrible sound on it, you're stuck
with it, fella. Write an angry letter? To
whom? Most of the bad recordings come
to us from our neighbors in Europe or
Japan, and there's no address on the box
unless you want to direct your vituperation to the Company do a City and
Country and hope their postal department
will add the address and deliver it.
Dealers have been instructed not to
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accept returns even for disc defects, let
alone lousy sound. They'll negotiate with
the manufacturer for you to exchange a
dud for another of "the same title." But
for bad sound? Heh-heh. GOTCHA!
If you, as aCD buyer, get mad enough
about being reamed time after time to
want to do something about it, there are
several things you can do. One of them
is to write letters, because at the end of
this diatribe Iam going to give you alist
of those secret Addresses to which you
can direct your complaints.
But first afew hints about the letter
you write:
(1) Do not assume that the record company is intentionally trying to gyp you.
Believe it or not, bad recordings are a
result of ignorance—about what good
reproduced sound really is—rather than
venality or malice. You are a customer,
and they want to please you; they haven't
yet learned how.
(2) Be polite. In fact, after you've dashed
off that letter, put it aside and read it the
next day. You may wish to re-phrase some
parts of it.
(3) Be specific. For example, don't just
say the recording stinks. "The strings are
steely" or "The instrumental placements
are all messed up" will show you are
thinking rather than simply emoting.
(4) Don't come off as a fanatic, even if
you are. Letters from fanatics have ahabit
of ending up in the circular file. Remember that CBS and DG are not Telarc, and
Telarc is not Reference Recordings, and
it may be some time before they can
catch up. So don't compare Ros) with
Ripple. But by all means do compare a
mediocre DG or CBS with their best.
(5) Make a good Xerox of your letter
before sending it off. If you get no reply
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within several weeks, or an unsympathetic
reply, make copies from your Xerox and
send them to every consumer organization you can think of. Don't bother with
the mass-hi-fi magazines; they're out to
sell their advertisers products, not rock

detail and transient response than it actually has. The CD bas detail and transient
response to spare, but if your system

the boat.

sounds just right from analog sources, it
may sound right with CDs or it may sound
wiry and harsh from even the best of
them, depending upon whether it is your

If you get no satisfaction, sell the
disc, cheap, to someone with a rotten
system, or offer it for sale to a jewelry
maker. (Bits of the iridescent discs are
becoming popular as earrings.) And stop
buying that label's products for the foreseeable future.

compensating for analog's shortcomings.
A truly neutral system—one that sounds
just right with master tapes—will need a
little added rolloff starting around 10 Id lz
to sound musically natural with good CD
sources.

Read the CD reviews in all the magazines which review them, paying the
most attention to our reviews of course.
The English magazine
News & Record Review has excellent CD coverage,
including releases not yet available here
but soon to be.
Consider also the possibility that
your system may be exaggerating some
of those things you would rather not hear
from CD. Many audiophiles have worked
hard to assemble asystem that will make
an analog disc sound as if it has better
A & M RECORDS. INC.
1416 North LaBrea Avenue

cartridge or your speaker system that is

Be patient. The CD system is not
perfect, but Ifirmly believe its imperfections are far less than some have claimed.
Every time aCD's ancestry suggests that
the sound should be better than usual, it
has turned out in fact to be better. Ithink
the promise of a nearly-perfect signal
source will be fulfilled eventually if not
soon. M of now, there's more hope than
fulfillment. But you can help to change
that.
JGH

GM' RECORDS. INC.
555 West 5-th Street

Hollywood, CA 90028

New York, NY 10019

ARISTA RECORDS

POLYGRAM RECORDS, INC.

6West 57th St.
New York, NY 90028

1930 Century Park W. Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 9006

CAPITOL RECORDS

RCA RECORDS

51 West 52nd Street
New York, NY 10019

1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

CHRYSALIS RECORDS

TELARC RECORDS

645 Madison Avenue

2330

New York, NY 10022

Cleveland, OH 44122

PELOS RECORDS, INC.

WARNER COMMUNICATIONS

Commerce Park Road

2210 Wilshire Blvd.

111 North Hollyw(x)d Way

Santa Monica, CA 90403

Burbank, CA 91505

DENON RECORDS

WINDHAM MIL PRODUCTIONS

P.O. Box 1139

247 High Street

West Caldwell, NJ 07007

Palo Alto, CA 94310
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LETTERS
000H-AAAH AND SPEAKER
MASKING

was that it would take as many as 20
large bookshelf speakers to cause aproblem.

Ihave acouple of questions about things
that appeared in Issue 6-3.
First, what is the "Oooh-Aaah" effect?
(Page 23)
Second, in his letter on page 61,
Ronald Stetz said "any extra speakers in
the room will mask the capabilities of the
speakers in use." Is that true? If it is,
would not the cavity of an empty vase

cavities are large, like those in apair of
large-woofer enclosures, they can bare a

Our obsenation has been that ethe

have asimilar effect? A piano? An empty
wine bottle?
Lubos Palounek
Raleigh, NC
The "000h-aaah" effect refers to the tvwellike colorations introduced into repro-

slight effect on reproduced sound. Small
cavities, like a lase or an empty bottle,
have no effect at all A piano, bourver,
spells instant disaster, for its undamped
(treble) strings go into sympathetic vibration with reproduced signals, causing a
pronounced smearing of detail in the
sound. (In some contemporary musical
works, undamped piano strings are used
to add an eerie reverb to voices directed
over its strings.) Either get the piano out
of the audio listening room, or drape a
sand-filledfabric "snake" (like a long, 2inch-thick sausage) across all the strings.
Remove snake before playing piano.

duced sound by certain frequency-response deviations in loudspeakers. For
example, a system with an "000h" coloration would add spurious ttarmth and
fatness to the sound of cellos, timpani
and lower piano strings; an "aaah" coloration would exaggerate the blattiness
of trombones and the roundness ofFrenchhorn sounds. Minimizing these aberrations will achieve maximum accuracy in
the reproduction of all sounds.
The effect of resonant cavities in the
same room as your main loudspeakers
is still open to question. Some claim they
have no effect, others claim they hair an
adverse effect.
We read an analysis in one of the
British hi-fi ?nags demonstrating the frequency-selective absoetion and augmentation caused by tarious sizes of
loudspeaker enclosures. Their conclusion
8
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Precision Fidelity QC
Iread with interest your report on the
Precision Fidelity M7A power amplifier.
Iwill not comment on your evaluation
of its sonic performance as Ibelieve that
is subject to interpretation. As aseveralyears subscriber to Stereophile Iam confident that you reported what you heard,
some aspects of which Iagree with, others
not.
What disturbs me about your report
is however the aspersions you cast on
Precision Fidelity's quality control. Itelephoned PF's Tom McKasson to inquire
about the unit sent to you. It turns out
that PF was so eager to send you the unit
that they didn't check it out fully before
sending it. The incorrect input wiring is
easy enough to correct and something
that areviewer is of course duty-bound
to point out. The absence of lockwashers
(on the speaker terminals) was, likewise,
an oversight—one that was corrected
long before your review appeared. (In
fact, two units after yours, the change was
incorporated permanently into the production.) Tom also admits that he and
Jack Senecal were so delighted by their
own cleverness in placing the hot speaker
terminals in an arc around the Ground,
with the proper spacing for dual banana
plugs, that they overlooked initially the
possibility that they might have placed
them too close together. This too has
been remedied in the MTh.
What struck me as curious about
your review however is the disproportionate "point" that you made of all this.
And this is especially extraordinary as it
concerns acompany whose quality-control record has been truly exemplary.
Stereophile

Neither myself nor my dealer friends who
carry the line has had a single return
owing to amanufacturing defect during
our collective one-year association with
the company. And customer satisfaction
has been extremely high.
Obviously Stereophile cannot be expected to know about the latter, but surely
you know enough about equipment that
you should not have missed an equally
obvious point: that despite the unit's
having been wired the wrong way, it
suffered absolutely no damage of any
kind. There are perhaps two or three
amplifiers (especially tube amplifiers) of
which that can be said. Furthermore, I
defy you to find comparahle quality of
parts in units costing even three times
the modest cost of PFs. The circuit boards
alone are enough to make those used by
most other manufacturers ajoke. In addition, their products are so well constructed and designed that most repairs,
when needed, can be done in the field
by the dealer or, for that matter, an owner
who cares to equip himself with adigital
voltmeter and asoldering iron.
As Isaid, Ishall not respond to your
evaluation of the unit's sonic performance. But in view of the number of times
you've made excuses and allowances for
favored components and companies in
the
past,
including—indeed
paramountly—the most outrageously-priced
ones, the severity with which you came
down on this product is puzzling and
again, disproportionate.
As adealer, Icarry and recommend
anumber of components that Stereophile
has praised, including Acoustat, and Ican
assure you that much of what you said in
the last paragraph of the Acoustat TransNova preamplifier report (with which I
9

concur, by the way) can be said equally
to see that products going out for revieu ,
of Precision Fidelity. This is another comare okay in even' respect. Some manupany that produces fine, well-built and1 facturers have in fact been known to go
reliable products, and that cares about its
through half a dozen sanples in order
customers. And it is the only company
to select the best one, apractice u,
edon't
around these days which is making the
much care for but can't do much about.
not-inconsiderable virtues of tube gear
We tend to assume, bou ,
ever, that elm'
available, because affordable, to larger
numbers of audiophiles.

product we get at least meets the manufacturer's usual standards for petfonn-

Finally, apoint about another matter.
Recent issues of Stereophile have contained sweeping, though at this point
baseless, allegations of increased record
wear owing to the use of moving-coil

ance and construction.
A variation of Miele's law, u,
ell

pickups. Have you conducted any careful,
controlled tests to support these allegations? I have been using moving-coil
cartridges exclusively these past three
years, during which time parts of some
records have been played well over a

is going to fail, it will be the one sent to
amagazine for testing. JGH understands
this: be used to u,
ork for a manufacturer
some time back in the Paleozoic age. We

hundred times (in demonstrations), and
Ihave yet to notice any increased record
wear. Iam at aloss in fact to understand
just which moving coils you have in mind.

known among perfectionist manufacturers, goes something like this: If one sample
out of a hundred off the production line

consider these odds in assessing the significance of defects in products received
for testing as u,
ell as endeavoring to
assess the likelihood that a one-time failure might indicate a design weakness.

Generally, u,
edo not report isolated inMost of the better NICs these days have stances of component failure, although
as low or lower stylus mass as/than your the identical failure of a second sample
favorite moving magnets, and tracking
is alu ,
ays, to our collective mind, worthy
forces below 2 grams. And aren't you _of note in the magazine. (But three failfailing to make a distinction between
ures of the same product out of three
dynamic force and static force? And the samples is, to us, ample evidence that a
sonic superiority of the Ms is, to my
trip back to the drawing board is in
ears, beyond dispute, although on that
order.)
particular issue Iam all too willing to say
¡fue are told, when aunit is shipped
chacun son gout.
to us, that it is apre-production prototipe,
we tend to be forgiving of certain small
Paul Seydor
Seydor Audio

Most manufacturers are auare that abad
magazine review can do more harm to
a product's reputation than afeu , unhappy customers, and take special care
10

glitches, and are more inclined to report
them pritately to the manufacturer than
to mention them in the revieu ,
.But u,
hen
we receive an item which u,
ehave been
led to believe is in production, u,
ecome
down much harder on signs of sloppiness
because there is a good possibility that
the sample we get is representative of what
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is being sold to consumers. Usually, once
amanufacturer starts production, all the
chassis dies and punches have already
been made, and it thus becomes very
costly to make small changes (such as in
the spacings between output terminals).
If PF has already corrected that minor
but irksome problem, along with the lack
of lock washers, so much the better.
As for the miswired inputs, we feel
these were inexcusable. Not only WaS the
unit we got "not checked out fully," it
was obviously not checked out at all. And

You're right, we haven't run a test
playing one of our records a hundred
times uith a moving coil cartridge, and
we believe the evidence .you've supplied.
On the other hand, there are man;' records
in our collection which date from the
'50s; somehow we doubt they'd be in the
pristine condition they are had we been
using the low-compliance moving coil
cartridges in vogue for the last ten years.
To some extent there's atradeoff here: the
best sounding cartridge may also be one
u,
hich wears records at an abnormal!;'

while we appreciate PF's eagerness to send
it to us, we also feel it would have been
only prudent for them to at least plug the

high rate. Our resolution of the problem
looksfor the best sound at low wear rates;
your resolution, and that of Stereophile

thing in and listen to it briefly before
boxing it up for shipment

readers may be deerent.

We have no favored companies; we
haze had many favored components, but
cannot recall &wing made "excuses and
allowances" for them.
The operatitv word in our criticism
of moving coil cartridges should be "lowcompliance," which does in fact characterize most moving coil cartridges. There
are man.rfactors involved in record u'ear:
one of them definitely is the compliance
of the cantilever assembly—the lower it
is, generally speaking the higher the tracking force needs to be and consequently
the greater the wear will be. Similarly,
line-contact stylii distribute the tracking
force over amuch smaller area of record
groove and consequently increase the
pressure. It is pressure on the groove uall,
not tracking force, that does the damage.
There are other factors invofred the
tone-arm used, the amount of inistracking which occurs with aparticular cartridge/tone-arm combination, the cleanliness of the record, the use of treatments
like LAST.
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II

THE LV CUTOFF
This letter was in reply to an inquiry we
sent to Pioneer Video about the possibility
of extending the Laservideo disc's 40-Hz
low-end cutoff to a lower frequency.
Gary Giorgi of Mobile Fidelity was
indeed correct when he told you that an
upgrade' to 20 Hz cutoff could be achieved
by changing only a couple of resistors
and capacitors on the audio board of the
LV player. However, the 40-Hz limit was
established as acutoff point because of
another characteristic of the player. Apparently, with the disc's 1800 rpm rotational speed, the slightest disc warpage
or eccentricity can generate a spurious

30-Hz audio signal. The sharp cutoff below 40 Hz was established to keep the
30-Hz interference out of the audio signal.
Ronald F. Petty
Director of Communications
Pioneer Video
Montvale, NJ

Since 40 Hz sounds like 30 to most
audiophiles, we're not sure it's all that
important.
'Or should we say "downgrade"?

JGH

When judging design,
the only criterion is
musicality.
This simple fact is why
every Counterpoint design
receives world-wide
recognition as being
among the very best.
regardless of price.
Meticulous circuit design
results in surprising musical
clarity and dimensionality.
Exacting standards offer
consummate value, today
and tomorrow.

Counterpoint technology
Complementing art.
FOR INFORMATION WRITE
Counterpoent Electronc Systems. Inc
PO Box 12294. Lo Joao. Cold ornso 92037
USA (6)9) 451-9090
TELEX 691600
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FOLLOWUP

SONIC DEVELOPMENTS
D-235 POWER AMP

After having reported that our sample of this had "2.5 per cent (harmonic)
distortion at half power," we found that
our THD analyzer was completely out of
whack, due to adirty calibration pot.
Our apologies to Sonic Developments for whatever damage this canard
might have caused them. We did, however, report that it sounded excellent,
and our readers should know by now
that the sound of acomponent is more
important than its measurements.

(among other things) adi-pole dynamic
speaker with its own amplifiers—and
selling for amodest $12,000.

W ATKINS
WE-1 LOUDSPEAKERS
The more these speakers stay around
my listening room the more Ilike them.
Their flaws—the ill-defined deep bass
and the slightly laid-back quality—are
easily excused in view of the sheer musical pleasure they provide, and their
"slightly soft" high end seems to be just
right for the best CDs (Telarcs, M&K

W HARFEDALE SPEAKERS
Some time back, we reported that
this venerable British company had gone
under. Wharfedale wrote to inform us
that it had in fact not folded. That is wxxl
news, but we are not at all sure that we
did not report the truth when we reported
it, for the English press claimed that the
company had "closed its doors and dismissed most of its employees." Sounds a

Digital Masterpiece series, to date), producing an amazingly convincing representation of the sweet but detailed high
end in live musical sound. Ifind that
these speakers "wear" better than any I
have lived with for many years. Anyone
about to spend $3000 for apair of speakers owes themselves a listen to these
large but musical (and largely unheardof) speakers.

little like a replay of the Chrysler story.
Nevertheless, Wharfedale is definitely not
closed and appeared at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show, demonstrating

Stereophile
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
KINERGETICS
KMP-1 AND KMP-2
MAGNETIC PROCESSORS
A distortion-cancelling device for
magnetic signal sources. (No manufacturer's specifications provided.) Dimensions: 4" W by 5" D by 15
/
8" H,
overall. Price: $110. MANUFACTURER:
Kinergetics, Inc., 6029 Reseda Blvd.,
Tarzana, CA 91356.

Now here's an idea that I'm surprised
someone didn't come up with ages ago:
hysteresis correction.
It has been known for at least 50
years that magnetic devices are inherently
non-linear. If we plot (on agraph) the
relationship between the change in electrical current through an electromagnet's
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coil, versus the amount of magnetism in
its metal core, we find that they do not
exactly track one another. When the core
is magnetized in one direction (magnetic
polarity), and achange in polarity of the
applied signal causes the magnetism to
start changing polarity, the degree of
magnetic change always lags behind the
amount of current change. For example,
if the current drops to 1/2 its maximum
value, the magnetization of the core may
drop by only about VSfrom its maximum.
What this means to an audiophile is
that the tidy relationship between the
motional velocity of apickup's stylus and
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the signal output from its sensing coils is
in fact not alinear relationship. The result
is a form of electrical distortion of the
signal waveform.
The KMP-1 is designed to correct for
this, in a very clever way. Part of the
incoming signal from a magnetic car-

one for moving-iron cartridges, as well

tridge (or tape head in the case of the
KMP-2) is drawn off and fed through the

We tested the moving magnet and
tape-recorder models. Each has aremote
power-supply module which feeds the

sensing coils of an actual phono cartridge
mounted inside the device. The coils add
hysteresis-induced distortion, similar to
that introduced by the cartridge playing
the record. The "distorted .'signal is then
mixed, out of phase, with the signal
coming directly from the playback cartridge. This out-of-phase mixing cancels
the original signal (which is now present
both in phase and out of phase) leaving
only the hysteresis distortion added by

as a Model KMP-2 for analog tape machines, the latter differing from those for
cartridges only in its internal assembly (a
tape head rather than a cartridge) and,
presumably, its ability to handle line-level
signals.

processor via a4-foot umbilical cord. The
design of this module makes it quite
awkward in use; it plugs directly into your
outlet which, if you have many other
devices plugged into your outlets, can he
impossible since the Kinergetics powersupply takes up more than aplug's worth
of room. Most people will have to use an
extension cord unless Kinergetics takes

the internal cartridge.

heed and designs a power cord into its
power supply.

This residual distortion waveform is
then mixed, again out of phase, with the
remainder of the signal coming directly

The power supply is needed because
there is inevitably some active amplification circuitry in the processor. Why

from the playback cartridge, thus cancelling its hysteresis-induced distortion. Inspired!
The effectiveness of such a device

inevitably? Because the only ways of obtaining the phase reversals needed for
signal cancellation are through ample

will depend on several things. First of all,
the hysteresis characteristics of the internal cartridge must match those of the
phono cartridge if distortion cancellation
is to be complete, although some can-

cation (each stage of which automatically
reverses phase) or transformers. Kinergetics chose amplification because of cost
considerations (4 fat transformers would
have been needed) and to provide intrastage isolation. And therein lies the unit's
only weakness.

cellation is probably better than none.
There's also the fact that no one (except,
presumably, Kinergetics) has ever deter-

But first, let's address the question
of efficacy. Does the KMP-1 actually im-

mined just how audible hysteresis distortion is anyway, so it is impossible to guess
how much difference even its total elim-

prove the sound? Well, yes and no; the
device both improves and impairs the
sound. With both the Shure V15-V and

ination will make. Which, of course, was
why we were curious to uy this device.

the Technics EPC-205 Mk III (both moving

Kinergetics makes two KMP-1 devices, one for moving-magnet cartridges,

sion that a thin veil has been lifted; all
sounds are rather more alive, they are

Stereophile

magnet), there is an immediate impres-
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more liquid (as opposed to being gray
or fine-grained dry), and details are somewhat more sharply etched. Both, in fact,

keep listening. There's certainly a lot of
potential.

took on some of that super-focused, etched

Why does this roughening of high
frequencies show up? Isuspect that, in

midrange quality that 1have admired from
the $3200 Robertson EK-1 pickup system

having to use active circuitry in the most
critical part of any system, Kinergetics is

(which is non-magnetic, by the way). But

simply encountering the same problem
that has challenged preamplifier designers ever since preamps have existed: the
inevitability of distortion.

the improvement is not without cost.
We have received four different versions of these processors. The first two
never made it out of their boxes before
being recalled by the manufacturer-1
can't comment on their potentially deleterious effects! With the third sample, the
high end on both test cartridges was
perceptibly roughened, losing some of
the unusual sweetness and openness that
the cartridges normally exhibit. Differences of high-end quality on different
recordings seemed to be exaggerated. It
could be argued either that this was
because the improved clarity .enhanced

Electrical distortion simply cannot
be eliminated from amplifying stages; it
can only be reduced as close to inaudibility as possible, and bow close is what
has always separated the Sanyos from the
Bernings. 1would guess that the highend distortion in the KMP-1 is about Y.
of the way upscale from one to the other.
But I haven't said anything about
their tape recorder model, the KMP-2.
With this one, interestingly, the improve-

the ability to hear what was going on at

ment in sound was greater than the
degradation. With original, live-recorded

the top, or that something about the K.MP1was exaggerating differences in high-

tapes, the sound was (
again) better delineated with the KM P-2. and any change at

end cleanness. I'm inclined to believe it
was a combination of both, but a predominance of the latter.
With the fourth version Kinergetics
has refined the design so that this problem is much less perceptible. Fortunately,
the improvements in sound remain and
are significant enough so that Ican give
the product aqualified recommendation.
Moving magnet cartridges are frequently
used with systems having inadequate resolution at high frequencies; in these cases,
the current KMP-I would almost certainly
be of benefit (unless of course the systems
had badly tamed high-frequency peaks).
At this time, having just listened to the
latest version for ashort time, Iam unable
to recommend it for general use, but I'll
16

the high end was slight-1 could not be
sure it was there at all. But with tapes
copied from discs, and particularly those
taped at lower speeds, the device (again)
slightly exacerbated a slight high-end
roughness which is already on those
tapes, although the difference was less
than Ihad observed from discs with the
KMP-1. All these were my observations
on the first version of the KMP-2. On the
second version of the KMP-2, just now
listened to, my judgment is that the had
effects, if any, are at such alow level that
can wholeheartedly recommend this
product. Ihave not tried the device on a
really fancy tape deck, like the professional Anipexes, Studers, Keith Johnson's
focus-gap deck, or John Curl's modified
Stereophile

Revox. Unless those machines already
inctwporate hysteresis- c(irrection. and
assuming that is the effect I'm hearing.
the humble little KNIP-2 should make a
difference there as well.
The fact that the Kinergetics processors do improve certain things in reproduced sound looks like solid evidence
that hysteresis distortion is in fact audible.
as a loss of focus and definition, and
suggests that Kinergetics is on to some-

people at Kinergetics got carried away
with agood thing. They have also produced their own preamps and power
amps incorporating hysteresis correction.
hut we haven't heard those products. In
my opinion, they'd better have something
more than II-C going for them or they
won't he competitive sonically.
Lest this review of something truly
innovative end on anegative note, let me
summarize. The L‘IP-1 is definitely a

thing important here.
Kinergetics has gone on to make a

useful device, with drawbacks whose seriousness depends on the nature of your

device for insertion between preamp and

system; perhaps Iwill find with further

power amp, although Ican't for the life
of me figure out why. There should be
little or no hysteresis distortion in a
preamp and, when Ibriefly tried this
device. Iwas able to hear nothing hut a

listening it can he recommended without
reservation. The KIP-2 Ican recommend
without hesitation for home recordists.
In any case, watch future Followups for
the final word on these clever and rela-

veil added to the sound. Perhaps the

tively inexpensive devices.

JGH

THE VITASON
VS-1000 CARTRIDGE
Moving-coil cartridge constructed of
all-natural materials. Frequency response: 0.8 Hz to 140 kHz, +1/2 to 2dB.
Output: 4 mV. Impedance: 1.2 megohms. Effective tip mass: 0.01 gram.
Compliance: 225. Stylus: hyperelliptical natural nude diamond. Cantilever:
laser-shaped dentine. Tracking force:
0.4 to 1gram. Weight: 3grams. Price:
$7300. IMPORTER: Vitaprod, Inc., P.O.
Box 1324, Fromage Valley, WI 96124.

Every time it looks as if pickup prices
have crested out, someone comes along
with an even more expensive model. The
incredible price tag for this me is more
Stereophile

than what a lot of audiophiles pay for
their entire system.
This is Vitaprod's first audio product.
Known mainly as ahealth-food supplier,
Vitaprods gimmick for their entry into
high-end audio is the same as that for
their victuals: Nothing artificial is used in
the construction of the pickup.
The Vitason is hand-made in Osaka,
Japan. by one Mitsumo Nagoakasan. A
former member of the renowned Tokyo
Wind Quintet, he is ablind violinist who
reportedly uses recordings of his own
instrument to check indMdually the highend accuracy of each cartridge he makes.
Each cartridge takes him over a month
to manufacture!

The cartridge is unusual in appearance. Its body is made of hand-carved
cow horn, a substance which is both
strong and inherently heavily damped.
The cow horn does not show, however,
because the entire cartridge body is covered with a lustrous brown material,
identified in VP's literature as shrew pelts.
The designer found this to be the most
effective lightweight material available for
damping resonances. Over 50 of the tiny
skins are required to cover each cartridge,
as only the skin from across the tiny
animal's shoulders has the desired damping properties.
The cantilever is laser-shaped from
the enamel layer of awhale's tooth— one
of the hardest, lightweight natural substances known. (The original prototype
armature was to have been made of
unobtanium, but this was deemed too
scarce to be practical for commercial
production.)
The elastomer—the flexible material
which both pivots and damps the armature—is arare substance called laxifram,
similar to hut presumably less odorous
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than ambergris, and procurable only from
South American peccaries with sinus infections. But it is in the sensing coils
where the Vitason shows the extraordinary level of technology involved in its
manufacture.
In order to hold the mass of the
coils, and hence of the stylus, as low as
possible, the coils are wound with thread
from an orb-weaving spider's web. This
material is not normally electrically conductive, but—and here's where the high
technology cornes in—a special highpressure treatment is used to force vaporized gold into the thinner-than-a-human-hair threads. The pressure used is
so high that the gold deposit is driven
into the threads, where it deposits on the
underside of their surface. The surface
thus serves as an insulator, to prevent the
coil windings from shorting out between
turns, while the conductive gold layer
just inside carries the electrons near the
surface of the "wire" where HF transmission is best. Ingenious!
Although it has some very attractive
features, such as enough output to drive
Stereophile

amagnetic phono input, the Vitason does
have several problems, some of them
rather serious. Icannot really complain
overly much about its mounting holes
being 1inch apart, because it is not ux)

center, eventually reaching adistance of
Y. inch from the cartridge body before
the armature exceeded its very low tensile
strength and broke in half. Fortunately
we had asecond sample on hand with

difficult to drill new holes in most headshells. But more serious is its extremely
high output impedance, which requires
the use of very short tone arm cables in
order to avoid severe high-frequency at-

which to evaluate inner-groove tracking
ability (on just afew of the inner grooves),

tenuation from shunt capacitance. Recommended length with mast cables would
be in the vicinity of 4 inches, which is

to run frequency-response curves on it,
but for the first few seconds of the Shef-

not very practical.
The Vitason's worst shortcoming,
however, is its compliance, which is the
highest of any cartridge ever made. The
cartridge itself weighs 2- 3/. grams more
than what the combined mass of the
cartridge and arm should be, dictating
the use of an arm with negative mass in
order to achieve the optimum low-fre-

which proved to be excellent.
It is obvious, though, that the Vitason
has really great promise. 1was not able

field disc Iput it on, while the stylus was
reasonably tangential to the groove, the
sound was superb. The cartridge's incompatibility with any existing arm, however,
would seem to disqualifi• it as aserious
consumer product. In view of its price,
this should come as good news to all
audiophiles.

JGH

quency resonance. There has not yet been
made available an arm with negative mass
(just think how fast it would have to be
travelling), even from the most high-end
manufacturers. Vitaprod president Randy
Ilummel reports that Nagoakasan is currently working on one, but we're not
holding our breath. With a typical lowmass arm such as the SME 3009-11 that I
used for the tests, low frequency resonance occurred at 0.07 Ilz, which is too
low even for purists (
though it should be
mentioned that very few record warps
occur at that low a frequency—maybe
Vitaprod is on to something new here).
In fact, the stylus restoration force was
not even capable of overcoming the very
small amount of friction in the arm's
lateral bearings. When playing adisc, the
arm stayed over the outer grooves while
the stylus tip moved inwards toward the
Stereophile
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KYOCERA DA-01
COMPACT
Disc PLAYER
Dimensions: 18 2/
8"W by 12- ,
A" D by
5- 3
4 " H. Price: $1050. Manufacturer:
/
Kyocera International, Inc., 7Powderhorn Dr., P. O. Box 4227, Warren, NJ
07060.

The second CD player to become widely
available in the U.S. (the Sony was first),
the Kyocera uses the same basic design
as has now appeared under other brand
names. The primary difference in design
relates to sampling rate, location of the
"knee" in the anti-aliasing filter, and the
consequent moving of the filter-induced
phase shift out of the audible range.
Numerous other CD players use this same
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technology, but we are unable to evaluate
their similarity until we receive one for
review. Our experience so far is that
other features of CD players, the quality
of their analog circuitry for instance, are
more important to the sound of the
players than their sampling technique.
The Kyocera unit differs from the
Sony in several fundamental ways. The
Sony plays discs horizontally, and loads
via aslide-out drawer. The Kyocera plays
them vertically, and loads via aslot at the
top of a tilt-forward hin (photo). The
Sony comes with an infrared remote
control: the Kyocera can only he operated
from its front panel. But the Kyocera can
be programmed to play hands on adisc

Steret)phile

in any preselected order; the Sony cannot.
The Sony has fixed output level: the
Kyocera has aganged rear-panel outputlevel adjust, allowing it to he fed directly
into a power amplifier if desired. And
while the Sony can seek out individual

ital sample from the CD is sampled twice
by the player, which puts its sampling
rate in the vicinity of 88 kl lx instead of
the usual 44 Id lx.' This allows the system's
anti-aliasing filters to cut in at 40 kHz
instead of 20 kl lx, moving the resulting
bands by number, or specific sections by severe phase shift upward by an octave.
time (minutes and seconds), the Kyocera Passive correction is then applied to the
also includes an indexing facility that can remaining phase shift, correcting it to a
zero in on specific locations within a large degree.
band (such as the beginning of the Second
To load the Kyocera you open the
Variation of the First Theme) on those bin by pressing STOP/EJECT, insert the
discs which have the requisite indexing CD, press it downward until it "latches."
codes programmed into them. (With the then close the hin. Pressing START/MAY
Sony, you can cue to these spots only by fires up hand I. This is easy enough to
specifying minutes and seconds into the do, hut lacks the finesse of the Sony's
selection.) The Kyocera also allows you loading procedure which does even-thing
to program the order in which selections automatically except drop the disc in for
on adisc are played; the Sony does not. you.
And there are other differences. The
On the Kyocera you can advance to
Sony has a button which allows you to the next hand by pressing forward SKIP
read (from the timer) the number of or to the previous one (if any )by pressing
minutes left before the end of the disc; backward SKIP. To move in either directhe Kyocera has one that shows total tion by more than ahand at atime, you
elapsed playing time to date. The Sony must select the band number from the
has two fast-cueing speeds in each direc- keypad and then press MM, or use one
tion, one a rapid scan, the other slow. of the SCAN (forward or back) buttons.
While scanning, the signal is heard in its This is similar to the way the Sony opnormal musical pitch, but speeded up in erates, except that with the Sony you can
time and audible at reduced volume, and skip in either direction through two or
its timing indicator continues to show the
equivalent elapsed time during the scan.
The Kyocera scans backward or forward
at very high speed only—faster than the
Sony's high-speed scan. No sound is audible while scanning, and the timer freezes
during the scan, giving the new timer
readout only when the SCAN button is
released.
The Kyocera also embodies the first
so-called second-generation embellish-

more hands by depressing the forward
or hack button the requisite number of
times in quick succession.
In terms of disc handling Ifound
the Kyocera to be atrifle awkward at first.
When you eject the disc, the top of the
bin flips outward and the disc is shoved
part-way out of its slot—just far enough
for you to get a thumb-and-index-linger
grip on the edges of the disc, but not
quite at opposite edges. As aresult. Ifelt

ment of the basic CD system: double initially as if the disc might pop out from
sampling and phase «erection. Each dig- between my fingers like a wet bar of
Stereopll i
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soap. Since this never did happen. it didn't
take long for me to feel secure about
removing the discs this way, and it does

functions is an elapsed time of 1second,
which means it will not usually cue to
the precise spot you may be looking for.

keep them free of fingerprints. The alternative, more positive hut less satisfactory
way of removing adisc—by pinching it

A fraction of a second one way or the
other will cause the musical passage you

by the edge—leaves fingerprints at the
outer edge of the playing surface. Depending on how long the program is (
the
recording starts at the inside), these could
cause some loss of signal information
which the error-correction circuitry may
or may not he able to completely compensate for. So it's hest to get used to

are seeking to start a note or two early
or late, depending on how accurately the
disc manufacturer placed the index flags.
Ishould mention by way of background that CD indexing, when it is
provided, must he programmed onto the
disc itself prior to manufacture. The indexing codes are interleaved between the
program and error-correction codes in
each digital "word." Without the indexing,
specific musical passages can only be

handling by the edges only.
There is also likely to be acosmetic
penalty for having the front of the loading
bin made of translucent plastic. With
repeated loads, fingerprints soom mar its
pristine shiny finish, and attempts to keep
the plastic clean by repolishing would
soom cause abuildup of hairline scratches
which would impart a frosted patina to

located by elapsed time, via on the
Kyocera) the front-panel buttons. This
can he done in any operating mode: Play.
Stop or Pause. You merely program in
the hand and time, then push PLAY.
However, Ido not consider indexing to
be an important feature for the person

the upper edge of the plastic.
Ifound the fast-scanning function to

who merely wants to listen to music. It
is of value only to music teachers and

be virtually useless. Because of its ex- students, who need to analyze the form
tremely fast scan, and the lack of ans - of musical compositions, and to audiopositional cues (sound or tinier readouts) visual professionals who may wish to cue
while aSCAN button is depressed. locat- specific segments of a work for backing a particular spot within a hand is a ground-music use.
frustrating and often futile exercise. Ialso
The Kyocera's tracking servo (which
found that the reverse scan button had keeps the laser centered above the row
an exceedingly annoying habit of some- of modulation pits on the disc) was a
times hacking up beyond the beginning little less positive in its action than that
of Band 1. When it did this, it would sit of my Sony unit. On afew rare occasions.
there and give nie timer readings for a there were very brief dropouts which
nonexistent Band O. during which nothing indicated momentary loss of tracking.
happened. My advice: Do your cueing by These did not recur upon playback, hut
band or time or indexing, or forget it.
they never occurred at all on the Sony
The indexing and time-cueing func- (using the sanie discs), which would
tions worked superbly, hut with certain suggest servo problems in the Kyocera
limitations which are inherent in the rather than disc defects. Tracking probmedium. The "resolution" of both these
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lems which occur randomly can be a
Stereophile

result of slight misadjustment of the servo
or of imperfect servo design, and there
is no way on the basis of one sample to
guess where the problem lies. If any
laserdisc player, audio or video, shows
signs of mistracking (momentary dropouts, skipping, or repeating), the first step
should be aservo checkout by afactory
repair center. It cannot be done by your
average service facility.
All the other control functions worked
smoothly and positively, and the buttons
and loading bin had areassuringly solid
feel, without slop or excessive resistance
to finger pressure. But the jackpot question is, "How does it sound? Does the
higher sampling rate and its related innovations make an audible difference? Is
the difference (between it and the Sony,
for instance) worth the effort? The answer
is conditional on the particular Kyocera
DA-01 you purchase.
We received two samples of this
machine. The first sample had significant
problems with tracking. Interestingly
enough, its sound was almost identical to
that of the Sony on A/13 comparisons
(which are remarkably easy to do). This
somewhat surprised us, and led us to
raise askeptical eyebrow, in light of the
reponed large differences we had heard
of between the two machines.
After a second sample had been
received to cure the tracking problems,
we were interested to hear adifference
between this second unit and our Sony.
Apparently amistracking servo can cause
problems in reading the digital information, and consequently degrade the
sound. Although we don't understand the
details of laser-disc reading adequately to
explain this phenomenon, there are some
leads we're tracking down and on which
Stereophile

aFollowup will appear in our next issue.
What was the nature of this sonic
difference between the second sample
and the Sony? The Kyocera was ashade
sweeter at the high end and thus less
critical of associated electronics and source
material. We have found that CDs are
remarkably more listenable when asimple, single-pole low-pass filter with a -2
dB point at 10 Id lz is inserted between
preamp and power amp. The Kyocera
required about half as much correction
as the Sony in this respect. If ou really
want to make a difference in the CD
sound you get, try using adifferent preamp.
We've found remarkable differences in
the abilities of preamps to "cope" with
CD output—tube preamplifiers seem to
do best.
The other significant difference between the Sony and the Kyocera was
resistance to jarring. The Sony was quite
resistant (though we've seen samples that
weren't) and the Kyocera quite susceptible, especially to vertical shock. Iwould
recommend checking out the panicular
sample of any Kyocera you might buy,
perhaps listening to several discs all the
way through.
Between the Sony and the Kyocera,
the latter is preferred for its sound and
the Sony for its operational ease and
general slickness. Some might prefer the
Kyocera for the speed of its fast-forward,
hut not knowing how far you've gone is
asignificant disadvantage. We don't know
yet how good CD players can be sonically.
That is, we don't know what percentage
of the problem on unpleasant discs is
due to the player and what percentage
to the software. So far the differences
between players are relatively small and
between different CDs very large. Given
23

that fact, and the fact that the players will
almost certainly improve in quality, it's
probably better to invest more money in
good discs and less in an expensive
player. Whether the new and less expensive CD players (e.g., the NAD at MOO)
will sound better or merely be cheaper
to produce remains to be seen. We have
requested several and will be reporting

headshell, use Mortite, increase tracking
force, change VTA, or change bias force.
He might even change the cartridge. The
point is, the problem is an accessible one
even to anovice audiophile.
CD, on the other hand, is aclosed
system. When the sound is lousy, as it
often is, you can throw out the disc, try

JGH

a different player (which in most cases
will make little difference)—or more
probably turn on your analog record

'Technofrealcs please note: Iam aware that this is

player with all its addressable problems.

forthwith.

an oversimplification. Perhaps another time we shall
devote ashort article to how it works.

Publisher's Note:
This may be the first review ever published in Stereopbile devoted almost exclusively to operational features. This plus
the recommendation that a mistracking
unit be sent to afactory service center
(with unknown result), undoubtedly accounts for some of the invective levelled
at CD.
After all, what equipment report
would concentrate on the ability of a
record-playing unit to zero in on aparticular line of music; what audiophile
would consider taking his mistracking
cartridge to even alocal service center?
He would change his arm, change the
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CD is supposed to be aperfect system
of sound storage. But it only works well
when it is perfect. Somewhat less than
perfect is terrible, because the audiophile/hobbyist has no way to improve
the situation.
Ironically, JGH addressed just this
issue in Volume 5-6 back in August of
'82, but to different effect. JGH saw the
abandonment of all the fussing you can
do with analog record playing as a tremendous blessing—which indeed it will
be when the CD lives up to its advance
press as the perfect storage medium. Until
then audiophiles will be frustrated by a
system which is no more accessible than
the inside of an integrated circuit.
LA
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NELSON-REED
6- 02/B SPEAKER SYSTEM
For some reason Nelson-Reed remains

Two-way system with ported woofer
enclosure. Frequency response: guaranteed :pm3 dB from 40 Hz to 20 kHz;
-10 dB
25 Hz and 30 kHz. Sensitivity: 84 dB (1
watt, 1meter). Nominal impedance:
8ohms. Drivers: 6-inch Bextrene Audax
woofer, 1-inch ferro-cooled soft dome.
Crossover: 3.5 kHz. Protection: 2-amp
fast-blow fuse, HF bypassed. Dimensions: 19" H by 12" W by 9" D. Weight:
25 lbs. each. Price: S550/pair; $465 in
kit form. MANUFACTURER: NelsonReed, 15810 Blossom Hill Rd., Los Gatos, CA 95030.
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()ne of the least kmiwn of speaker c()mpanics. particularly for th se who don't
read Stet -cop/irk.. Yet they offer a very
attractive line of speakers. and at ream mable prices. The first (4 .this ancestry was
the Bill Reed 6-02 kit, reviewed by J(II
in Volume 5-3. and an absolute steal at
the initial price of $2 -5. That speaker was
designed by Bill Reed (the company Nd son-Reed was not then in existence) and
sold by Just Speakers of San Francisco,
as it still is fin - somewhat more money.
It was the first speaker in our experience
to offer more-or-less full frequency response and reasonable musical accuracy
for under $300.

Since then, designer Bill Reed teamed
up with Ron Nelson, aman with considerable marketing and sales savvy, to launch
an independent manufacturing facility.
The Nelson-Reed line consists now of a
compact monitor, a subwoofer, and of
course the 6-02/13, which is a"bigger and
better" version of the original 6-02 design.
We report here on only the assembled
version of the 6-02B, not having had a
chance to assemble the kit. Both the
compact monitor and the subwoofer are
on hand; reviews will he upcoming.
The sonic "signature" of the new
speaker shciws its heritage. It has the
same spectral balance as the original 602, with very fast transient attack and
middle-range definition, aslightly warm
lower midrange (300-400 IIz), and remarkably tight midbass (better than the
6-02). The improvements over the original 6-02 are mainly at the frequency
extremes.
A crossover modification and the
substitution of a new tweeter for the
Audax have tamed the top-end brightness
of the original speaker. In fact, if anything,
the range from upper middles on up is
now rather polite and withdrawn but also
more refined.
At the low end, response has been
extended downward to around 40 Ilz by
enlarging the enclosure volume and retuning the port. While 40 Ilz is not
staggeringly deep, it is low enough (and
taut enough on this speaker) that the
system's lack of deeper range is not
noticeable most of the time. Asubw(x)fer
with the 6-02B would be aluxury rather
than (as with the original 6-02) avirtual

subwoofer mandatory. But these speakers
now have enough "guts" to handle fullscale symphonic music and anything
smaller in scale.
Unfortunately, some of the old problems remain. There is aslight barrel-like
hollowness in the midrange which is most
evident on voices, and vocal sibilants are
still rather emphasized. And I'm still not
convinced the upper octaves are as sweet
or pure as they should be. The biggest
problem, though, has to do with midrange
clarity, which just isn't on apar with some
other compact speakers like the Rogers
LS3/5A or the new Pro-Ac Tablette, the
latter to be reviewed in Volume
Number 2.
In all fairness to the Nelson-Reeds,
were really talking about apples and
oranges, because their design philosophy
aims toward a full-range low end in a
relatively small two-way design—something none of the compact monitors quite
achieve. In fact, these are the first bookshelf-size speakers we've heard which
reproduce a reasonable version of the
entire musical spectrum.
Stereopblle readers should not think
that the Nelson-Reeds will satisfy really
demanding perfectionists. What's important is to realize what the design goals of
the speakers are, and how well they're
achieved. Designer Reed intends the 602B for the "music lover" who doesn't
want to spend large amounts of money,
take up lots of space, or tweak endlessly—
and yet wants full frequency response
and wxxl durability. Compared to something like the Spica TC-50. the NelsonReeds are more attractive, go lower, play
a bit louder with ease, have a more

necessity. Bass does drop very sharply
below 40, so those of you who are into

extended high frequency range, all on

the bottom octave should consider a

the plus side On the minus side, the 6-
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02Bs don't image as well as the Spicas,
lack the coherence of sound which is a
particular advantage of the Spicas, and
aren't as well-controlled in the low frequencies. The Nelson-Reeds impress you
with the fullness of orchestral sound and
body to the music: the Spicas impress

you by the accuracy with which they
portray amore limited frequency range.
Overall, these are agood value for
the money, though not the bargain the
original 6-02 kit was—as is to be
expected.

DO

JENSEN'S STEREO
MOSFET 120B
POWER AMPLIFIER
Solid-state stereo power amplifier.
Rated power: 40 watts into 8 ohms,
80 watts into 4 ohms. Dimensions: 10"
W by 13" D by 4" H. Weight: 17 lbs.
Price: $220 (you supply the old Dyna
120): $325 (built onto a used Dyna
chassis, when available). MANUFACTURER: Jensen's Stereo Shop, 2202 River
Hills Drive, Burnsville MN 55337.

Jensen's Stereo is asmall high-end audio
store, owned by the ubiquitous Frank \'an
Alstine, which has become best-known
for their upgrades of classic components
like the old Dynaco and Audio Research
units. Many of their "upgrades" are not
modifications of existing units, hut are
completely new designs utilizing only
transformers and chassis from the original
component.
Frank Van Alstine first became wellknown for his modifications of the Dyna
Stereo 400, then the ARC SP-3, which was
for awhile the reference preamp at The
Absolute Sound—first in one modification then in asecond, third, etc.
Stereophile

Van Alstine also worked with Acoustat in designing their first preamp, more
notable for its mammoth power supply
than for its sound (no reflection on Van
Alstine). All of Mr. V-A's designs and mods
come with a generous measure of his
own personality and flair. Never one to
shy away from the limelight, he's also the
person you're likely to speak to when
you call Jensen's Stereo—and for quite a
while! Significantly among frequent modifiers (although we're told that current
mods are stable designs remaining essentially unchanged for two years), Van
Alstine has backed up his work by installing subsequent modifications for free.
Hell also send you plans to modify your
Dyna Stereo 70 for only $5.
We sent Jensen's aDyna Stereo 120
amplifier for working over. The result,
now designated the MOS-FET 120B, costs
$220 -plus, of course, the original $200
cost (or $160 if you built it from akit) of
that 16-year-old amplifier. If we had not
provided an amp to work with. Jensen's
Stereo would have asked $325 for aNIOS-

FET 120B on aused 120 chassis. In short,

what cool sound, with asubtly dry, rather

the prices are quite low, especially in
light of high-end audio prices these days.

than acompletely liquid, texture. It could
almost be described as "chalky" (implying
that it sounds the way chalk dust feels
between the fingers).
Extreme highs sound slightly closedin, but delineation of inner details in
complex material is outstandingly good,

Even more important, thousands of consumers owning Dyna 120s have long ago
given up the idea that their amps could
compete with modern designs.
Before discussing what the MOS-FET
120B sounds like, let's recap briefly what
the original Stereo 120 sounded like. That
amplifier had avery dry, almost astringent
quality, with a slightly wiry high end,
strong but slightly ill-defined bass, agenerally laid-back perspective, and (in comparison with good current solid-state amps)
rather poor reproduction of front-to-back
relationships among performers in agroup.
When it first came out it was sonicall
head-and-shoulders above any competition, and was markedly superior to most
tubed amplifiers of that day in terms of
inner detailing and woofer control. It was
not surpassed by other solid-state amps
for about another year or so. (Some Dyna
people swore that competitors had copied their design.)

The mos-FEr 120B sounds like a
completely different amplifier, which
makes sense because it is a completely
different amplifier (only the chassis and
power transformer remain from the original Dyna). Overall, it has what Iwould
describe as agenerally neutral but some-
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with the rendition of depth a little less
good. By far its greatest assets, however,
are its bass performance, which is truly
extraordinary for an amplifier of this
power rating, and its ability to produce
remarkably high listening levels with ease.
Its low end is taut, very well defined and
with surprising visceral impact. All in all,
it sounds like an unusually good dualI
50-watter.
While it mates best with dynamic
speaker systems, it sounds surprisingly
good on electrostatics, although with
somewhat less effortless suavity than the
VSP TransMos which got a very nice
review here an issue or two back.
Although this is not the best amplifier
I've heard, it does rate a good to very
good. When you consider its price of
$220 (assuming you already own an old
Dyna 120), the amplifier ranks as asteal—
on of the best buys in high end audio
today. Congratulations, Mr. Van Alstine!
JGH
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ELECTRON KINETICS
EAGLE 7A POWER AMP
Solid-state dual mono power amplifier. Rated power: 300 watts/ch into 8
ohms; 1600 watts into less than 3ohms.
Dimensions: 19" W by 16- 1
2 "D by 10/
/" H. Weight: 97 lbs. Price: $2950.
2
1
MANUFACTURER: Electron Kinetics, Inc.,
2521 Daytona Ave., Lake Havasu City,
AZ 86403.

John Iverson, the president of Electron
Kinetics and designer of the Eagle 7A, has
made a reputation for himself over the
years for innovative design, a certain
genius quality, and a cantankerous ten-

dency to differ with other notables in the
audio field, even when they're praising
his products. His most well-known product was the Electro Research 75, an amplifier which fairly captured the imagination of high-end audio in the late '70s.
That amplifier was noted for its profound
low-frequency performance and aquality
of dynamism which was impressive. A
less well-known design is the EK1 phono
system, now manufactured by Robertson
Audio, and reported on by Stereopbile in
Volume 6, Number 2, as simply the best
phone front-end (cartridge and pream-

DUAL MONO POWER AMPLIFIER
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plifier together) we've ever heard. (It still
is, by the way.)
The Eagle 'A first carne to Stereophde's, and the world's, attention at last
summer's CES in Chicago. It's difficult
enough to evaluate a speaker system,
whose sonic characteristics are fairly obvious, at aCES, much less an amplifier.
Nevertheless, one of the most talkedabout items at the show was the Eagle,
demonstrated over some home-brew
loudspeakers of John's which were good
but not state-of-anybody's-art. How, we
asked ourselves, could the sound of an
amplifier command so much attention in
these circumstances? Well, we were fortunate to dredge up an example of the
7A, talk to Mr. Iverson about it, and here's
our report.
Iverson has come up with some
interesting circuit innovations in the -A.
many of which relate to the power supply.
Ithink alittle digression on power supplies would be in order, so that John's
design can be seen against a proper
background. Any amplifier is adevice that
magnifies the level of an audio signal to
do some kind of work. In apreamplifier,
virtually all the magnification is of voltage,
so that a tiny voltage from the phono
cartridge (or less tiny from a tape recorder, CD player, or FM tuner) becomes
large enough to drive an amplifier to full
output. The incoming voltage might he
as small as 1millivolt, the output voltage
has to be at least 1 volt—and many
preamps have outputs as high as 20 volts.
Of course, a preamplifier also modifies
an incoming phono signal inversely to
the RIAA record-cutting curve so that a

engine to motivate loudspeakers in accordance with the input signal. What kind
of an engine it needs to be depends on
the type of loudspeaker (cone or electrostatic, for instance) and the frequencies
it's reproducing. Accelerating a14" woofer
requires lots of torque—driving an electrostatic panel at 8khz requires speed and
delicacy. Significantly, the amplifier normally has to do both these jobs at once,
and it's important that the one function
not interfere with the other. Normally the
functions do interfere with each other,
however.
One measure of an amplifier's ability
to carry on its many functions at one time
is the imperturbability of the power supply. The power supply is literally a reservoir of electrical energy, the gates to
which are opened and closed (to the
loudspeaker) by the driver stages of the
amplifier in accordance with the input
signal. A perfect power supply would
never vary in voltage level and would
have zero source impedance—like awater
reservoir that had such a large river
running through it that no amount of
depletion would lower the water level
(voltage) while at the same time no
restriction existed in the pipes leading
from the reservoir.
Real-world power supplies don't behave this way. Astrong bass transient will
inevitably require alot of current flowing
through the output stages from the storage capacitors; as som as that energy
leaves the capacitors their voltage will
drop until the transformer "fills them
back up" at the rate of 60 pulses per
second with ahalf-wave rectifier or 120
pulses per second with a full-wave rec-

correctly flat musical spectrum is fed to
the power amplifier.
tifier. The degree of voltage drop depends
The power amplifier has quite a on three things: the current demanded
different job. It needs to act as akind of over a period of time, the size of the
.50
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capacitors, and the speed of the current
flow from the transformer to the capacitors.
Please note that these factors obtain
regardless of the power rating of the
amplifier. In fact, one could construct an
amplifier with enormous power reserve,
and thus great ability to drive difficult
loads to high short-term power levels,

1ohm in real world situations. In fact,
one of the most reliable indicators of an
amplifier's usable power is its peak amperage rating.
What's even more remarkable is that
the enormous power supply (116,000
microfarads of high voltage storage; 56,000
mfd of low voltage) is claimed to maintain
its rated voltage level within 1% even

without it having a high power rating.
The Electrocompaniet Ampliwire II, re-

when those 66 amps are being drawn off?
Iverson came up with aclever scheme to

viewed in Volume 6-6, is just such an
amplifier. In acase like the Electrocompaniet, the FTC power rating is simply a
measure of the amplifier's ability to work
like aheater driving an 8ohm load; the

accomplish this. First, of course, are the
basic power transformers (one per chan-

amplifier will dissipate 45 watts through
an 8 ohm resistor while maintaining its
rated distortion characteristic, and sometimes will dissipate more. Since dissipating heat is not acharacteristic job for an
amplifier, the Fit rating numbers frequently do not match an amplifier's observable ability to drive loudspeakers.
The Eagle 7A, however, has FTC
power ratings that tell ).ou alot about its
power supply: 300 watts into 8 ohms,
1000 watts into 3 ohms, 1400 watts into
2 ohms, and 1600 watts into 1.5 ohms!
That kind of power increase with lowering impedance reveals real muscle in
the power supply, so its no surprise that
the Eagle carries anon-FTC rating of 66
amps per channel maximum output current. Remember that as the impedance
drops, asimilar voltage (input signal) will
drive a correspondingly higher amount
of current through the load, so that the
power requirements actually do go up as
impedance goes down. Part of the interesting information at lectures given by
Matti Otala at the recent CES in Las Vegas
demonstrated the need for a 100-watt
amplifier to come up with 800 watts into
Stereophile

nel) and capacitors. Without this bruteforce approach even cleverness might
fail. These are important for basic reasons:
a large, quick transformer can replace
used energy with less effort and in less
time; and large, low-impedance capacitors can deliver energy to the output
stage rapidly and with relatively less voltage drop than smaller, higher-impedance
capacitors.
The thing that allows the power
supply to operate within its phenomenal
1% voltage variation spec (which we have
not verified, by the way) is a load-dependent frequency modulating voltage
regulator. This turns the transformer on
to recharge the capacitors at afrequency
which varies with the load imposed on
the amplifier. Even more important, the
circuit is designed so that the reactance
of the capacitors and the inductance of
the transformer secondary "resonate" in
an oscillatory fashion which makes the
recharging of the capacitors take place at
an even faster rate. (Don't ask me what
that means-1 thought Idid pretty well
to understand the rest of my discussion
with John.)
So, how does it sound? Well, remarkable enough so that alot of people
at CES were talking about it. In our home
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listening situation, the Eagle -A brought
the best we've heard from certain speakers we use. Because the Threshold S500
reviewed in Volume 6-4 had bowled us
over just a few months before hearing
the Eagle, and because the two are comparable in size, cost, and power rating.
we were moved to look at the Eagle in
relation to the Threshold.
The Eagle sounds quite abit faster
than the S/500. It reproduces more of the
sharp edges of musical sound and seems
to have rather better focus. Lower brasses
are more convincingly conveyed by the
Eagle, with more of the live-instrument
flatulencu, and this is achieved without
the las.s of any sumptuousness from massed
violins. The Eagle has very slightly tauter.
more concussive deep bass, which can
make some speakers sound alittle spare
at the bottom and others (which rely
more on speaker damping) sound incredibly good. And like the Threshold, it has
the kind of astonishing solidity and impenurbahility to its sound that gives the
impression that nothing could he thrown
its way that would faze it at all.
The only thing about the Eagle that
may bother some people is that it is so
tightly coupled to the AC line that every
demand on its power supply is reflected
in aslight (and more than slight at high
volume levels) dimming of the room
lights. This can also cause other problems
on amarginally powered AC line. Because
Compact Discs sometimes have incredibly strong low end, Ihave had CD players

The very tight coupling to the AC
causes another small problem. When first
turned on, the surge of power going to
charge up the filter (storage) capacitors
causes a very brief but extremely high
current draw from the line, and this can
raise merry hell with most AC power
switches, wearing them out quite rapidly.
Iverson avoided facing up to this little
problem by not including aswitch in his
amp (you turn it on and off by removing
the AC plug from the rear of the amp!).
but few switches found around the usual
house will take this kind of abuse either.
Ultimately, the choice between the
Threshold Si500 and the Eagle -7A boils
down to the kind of sound you want and
the kind of loudspeakers you are using.
Both are unsurpassed for low-end solidity
and punch. The S/500's strong suit is its
gorgeously rich middle range, which some
may find more agreeable (if less accurate)
than that of the Eagle. The Eagle's forte
is its tremendous detail and snap, which
may be ahit much for some loudspeakers
and just right for others. On Acoustat
electrostatics, for example, Ifind Iprefer
the Conrad-Johnson Premier 1, feeling it
to be more listenable than either the
Threshold or the Eagle. With those speakers, and probably most other electrostatics, these amplifiers—the Eagle in particular—reproduce too much detail to make
for comfortable listening. There is. after
all, a lot in analog-disc reproduction—
slight mistracking, for example—that is
best unheard.

shut down twice while using the Eagle at
On the Watkins WE-1, one of my
high listening levels due to severe drops favorite speaker systems these days, both
in line voltage fed to the CD player. the Threshold and the Eagle sound suElectron Kinetics recommends using a perb, hut the Eagle wins out by aclear
dedicated AC line, one that feeds only margin in every respect. This amplifier
the Eagle. Irecommend that if it's practical
for you.'
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and that speaker are in fact one of the
ideal matings in audio, yielding some of
Stereophile

the most musically natural sound Ihave

just the areas where we felt the original

heard reproduced from any combination.
And the Eagle made several other (less
expensive) dynamic speaker systems on
the premises sound better in every respect than Ihave ever heard them sound.

was slightly excessive: high-frequency detail. After delaying this review by one

In short, this must be counted as one
of the best solid-state power amplifiers

issue to give the revised version achance
to show up we decided to not hold you
readers in suspense any longer. If the
new version turns out to mate well with
electrostatics, or even if it's just a bit

money can buy, and possibly the best. It
is, for now, my reference solid-state amplifier for equipment testing. Ican't afford

better than the original, you'll read about
it in an upcoming Followup.

to buy it this week, but if John Iverson

Winter CES that the Threshold S/500 Stasis
amplifer has been upgraded in several
ways, all of which are claimed to improve

wants it back soon he may have to come
and get it in person—a form of persuasion
I'm unlikely to resist.

JGH

Homeowners hoping to do this themselves should
remember that a 30-amp circuit requires 10 gauge
wire. Since most houses come wired with only 12
gauge in the walls, this additional circuit will require
new wiring.

LA

Reviewer's Addendum:
This review was written before receiving
word (wouldn'tcha know it) of the revised
Eagle, which reportedly does better in

Furthermore, Ijust learned at the

the sound "substantially" (with independent verification of these claims by at
least one speaker manufacturer)—it even
merits a "/II" designation. There should
be the opportunity to compare both these
revised amplifiers, as well as the new and
powerful Robertson 60-10, the Audire
Monarch, the BEL 2002, and perhaps the
Krell. Great goings-on in expensive amplifier-land!
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REVOX
B-710 CASSETTE DECK
Three-head cassette deck with 4-motor dual-capstan drive. Wow and flutter: 0.1% DIN spec. Fast-wind time: 45
seconds for C-60; 65 seconds for C90, Noise reduction: Dolby B and C.
Tape selection: IEC Types I
(Iron oxide),
Il (Chromium Dioxide) and IV (Metal).
Playback equalization: 120 µsec (IEC
I) and 70 .1.sec (IEC II and IV). Zero dB
record level: 200 niWbm. Distortion (0

"Oh my God, not another $2000 cassette
deck!" That has been the most common
reaction of local audiophiles to this impressive looking (and sounding) unit,
second only to "For $400 more you can
get aPCM digital system" ($1800 for the
processor, $600 for aVCR). Why, indeed,

dB, 315 Hz): IEC I, <0.8%; IEC Il and
IV, <1.5%. Sn ratio: >72 dB. Bias 8(
erase frequency: 105 kHz. Weight: 22
lbs. Dimensions: 18" W by 6" H by 14"
D. Price: $1995. MANUFACTURER: Re-

would anyone consider spending $2000
for acassette deck at atime when digital
technology seems poised to quash analogaudio recording?
Well, there are reasons. Primarily, the
cassette has finally become accepted
as one of the standard media for home

vox Division of Studer Revox, 1425 Elm
Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210.

sales in 1982 almost equaled the sales of

music reproduction. Pre-recorded cassette
stereo discs, and are expected to surpass

/
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them by the time the 1983 returns are in.
A lot of people own an awful lot of
cassettes, and as cassette technology has
improved to the point where their sound
can be comparable to that of the analog
disc, there has been diminishing justification for tolerating the fragility and susceptibility to accumulated noise that has
plagued the grooved disc ever since high
fidelity opened up the high end.
The best cassette reproduction still
cannot match the best disc reproduction,
but the differences now are quite small—
Isuspect that many of our readers would
have ahard time distinguishing on their

several disparate program sources. These
are several reasons why the lowly cassette
is about to become the most popular
music medium of them all, as well as the
justification for a$2000 cassette machine.
For it is only when one feels free to
spend that kind of money on acassette
machine that one can avail oneself of the
state of the art in cassette technology.
That, undoubtedly, was the idea behind
Revox's B-710.
Although it is not aportable unit as

own playback systems. Most of the differences are at the high end, where the

such (no handles, no cover), the B-710
has microphone as well as line-level inputs, with provision for mixing their
signals (separate, non-interactive gain
controls for each). If amono mike only

average hi-fi-type speakers don't do verswell (understatement of the month).
Another important consideration is
the cassette's growing respectability as a

is used, plugging it into the Left channel
feeds its outputs to both Land R inputs.
The mike inputs are high impedance (10k
ohms) and unbalanced, so external trans-

"solid" recording medium. Many serious
record collectors, who had promised

formers will be needed for serious live
recording.

themselves for years that they would
(eventually) transfer their ephemeral 78s
and treasured old LPs to tape, are now
transferring them to cassettes instead, and
not even feeling moved to apologize for

The unit has an internal photoelectric sensor which "reads" the transparent
leader at the end of atape after rewinding,
and automatically advances it to just beyond the leader so that recording (or

it. And many collectors take a certain

playing) can commence as soon as the
appropriate buttons are pushed, without
having to manually advance the tape past

pride in being able to entertain areceptive passenger in their auto with acassette
of Weingartner's 78 album of the Beethoven Ninth Symphony.

the leader. Clever, but it could cause a
problem as we shall see later.
A headphone output is provided,
with its own independent level adjust,
and any phones of between 200 and 600

The compact cassette, as of now, is
the only truly portable music medium. A
well-made one can he as enjoyable at
home through "the system" as it is in a ohms may be used. (8-ohm phones opcar or yacht or while walking, with a erate at too low a level, even with the
headphone volume full-up.) Aside from
"WalkMan" or aderivative thereof. Added
the front-panel switches to monitor from
to this is the cassette's programmability:
the ease with which one can make up a source or from tape playback, and to
collection of pieces one wants to hear select noise reduction type, all the remaining non-transport controls are for
together in acertain order, culled from
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tape selection and the unit's comprehensive timing functions. Tape selection is
via four pushbuttons: for IEC Types I, II
and IV tapes, and for automatic bias and
EQ adjustment. The "automatic" one,
however, is not like that in some other
cassette machines, which actually measure and adjust for optimum bias and HF
response; this uses the new coding tabs
at the rear edge of the cassette to select
one of the three preset adjustments. (This
auto selection is similar to that used in
110 and 135 Instamatic cameras, where
sensing "fingers" in the camera adjust its
exposure for the film's speed according
to notches on the film cassette.)
The built-in timer buttons can be
used to (1) record or play something at
aspecified time, (2) play an entire tape
or apreselected part of it over and over,
or (3) place amarker on the tape so it
will stop at that point when rewound
toward it.
The timer indicator shows minutes
and seconds rather than a meaningless
digital readout. This is done by counting
the passage of teeth on two cogged wheels
at the rear of the spooling axles, then
adding and averaging the count. (This
takes care of the differing rotational speeds
and compensates for different thicknesses
of tape.) It is not as accurate as counting
a series of blips on the tape, but will
generally get you within a few seconds
of where you want to be, which is more
than adequate.
The Pause button, incidentally, works
only when recording, but it is possible
(although not mentioned in the manual)
to do "flying record" starts with the B710 by starting it in play, holding down
the Record button, then punching Play
again. This allows one to locate the end
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of a previously recorded selection and
then add another recording to it without
leaving aPlop on the tape.
The B-710 handles tape superbly—
gently during high-speed winds, and with
rock-solid stability during play and record. The dual-capstan drive system makes
ultimate speed regulation far less dependent on the internal construction of
the cassette than systems employing a
less brute-force approach. Cassettes which
have been unreliable on some other
recorders because of tape binding within
the cassette operated perfectly on the B710, except for some formulation-related
problems which we'll discuss in a moment.
The B-710's leader-advance move after rewinding is ingenious, allowing one
to start recording without having to manual-forward past the leader tape. But it
entails one small risk. It is all too easy to
take it for granted, thus forgetting to
advance past the leader on tapes that
don't actuate the automatic-advance system. The automatic advance relies on the
use of atransparent leader material, and
many cassettes do not have this. Many
leaders are colored, in varying degrees
of opacity, and while some will operate
the Revox's auto-advance, some won't.
Forgetting to notice whether auto-advance occurs after arewind can result in
the recording of a perfect 43-minute
cassette with the first five seconds missing.
This, for most people, is more than adequate justification for a three minute
tantrum.
So how does a state-of-the-art cassette recorder sound? Well, making its
own cassettes, with tapes whose formulations exactly match the setups on the
B-710, the playback was amazingly like
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that of the input signal. At typical audiophile-type listening levels of 90 to 95
dB (during the loudest passages), Dolby
B produced the usual muted but audible
rushing sound, and the extreme high end
was slightly but perceptibly rounded off,
even at reduced signal levels where highend tape saturation could not have been
a consideration. Not surprisingly, metal
tape gave the least high-end dulling, at
all signal levels. But Dolby C was a
different story altogether.
With Dolby C on, background hiss
dropped almost to the point of inaudibility, and the high-end softness virtually
disappeared. However, this was replaced
(particularly with metal tape) by aslight
roughness up there which Ifound less
agreeable in the long run than the dulling
with Dolby B. (It has always been my
contention that, in sound reproduction,
errors of omission are usually far less
irritating than errors of commission.)
The low end was excellent, with no
audible irregularites (despite a small,
broad, measured rise at around 80 Hz)
and only abarely perceptible loss of the
deepest hall ambience and the lowermost
pedals of alarge pipe organ.
But the foregoing comments were
based on the use of the blank tapes Revox
supplied with the deck (TDK AD-X, SA-X
and MA-R). With other brands, results
were not so impressive. The problem
seems to be that optimum performance
from a cassette requires that both bias
and I
IF equalization be exactly adjusted
for the specific formulation of the tape
being used. Any inaccuracies here will
cause a slight high-end rise or, much
more often, a substantial HF rolloff in
playback, either of which is then exacerbated by the action of the Dolby NR
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circuitry. My advice, then, is to use only
the brand and types of tape Revox supplies with the 710, or if you insist on
using something else, go inside the recorder and readjust it for the tapes you
are going to use. (The appropriate adjustments are just under the top cover,
and setup is vastly simplified—in comparison with two-headed recorders—by
the ability to see what effect an adjustment
has when you make it, instead of having
to adjust, rewind, then play back to see
what the adjustment did. Nonetheless, we
do not advise tackling this yourself unless
(1) you know what you're doing, (2) you
have the necessary test equipment: VIVM
and audio oscillator, and (3) you have a
copy of the B-710 service manual in front
of you.
But perhaps more important than
how the B-710 records on other cassettes
is how it reproduces other cassettes. And
here, in view of its steep price, is its
weakest point.
Playing prerecorded cassettes, and
cassettes Imade previously myself, served
as a rude reminder that, at 1.75 ips,
azimuth alignment is an even more crucial factor in cassette reproduction today
than it was five years ago, when decks
did not have the potential for the kind of
high-end response they have now.
Super-critical azimuth alignment has
never been astrong point either of commercially produced cassettes or, particularly, of cassette recorders made for
home use. As a result, fully 3/4 of the
previously recorded cassettes Ihad on
hand exhibited high-frequency losses
varying from slight to terrible. Which
forces me now to mention two of Revox's
fiercest competitors in the SOTA cassette
field: B&O and Nakamichi.
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Both of these firms offer cassette
recorders for under $2000 which take
care of one or the other of the Revox's
major shortcomings, either automatically
or by convenient user adjustment. The
Nakamichi Dragon offers automatic and
continuous adjustment of playback-head
azimuth while playing any cassette. It is
not nearly as programmable as the Revox,
but it does have abuilt-in oscillator (with
two frequencies), an easy means for readjusting of bias and HF equalization, and
instructions for how the user can do this.
It costs just ashade less than the B710:
$1850. And for an additional $50 you can
get an infrared remote control unit for it
that operates all mechanical functions.
The B&O 9000 lacks the Dragon's
automatic azimuth adjustment, but it automatically adjusts bias and EQ for any
tape you load into it. It is also programmable, but again, less flexibly than the
Revox. Its price: $1295. Under ideal conditions for each one, all three are sonically
comparable, although small differences
do exist (e.g., the Nakamichi goes slightly
lower at the bass end when reproducing
other cassettes). But if you have asizable
collection of previously recorded cassettes, or even asmall collection but are
picky about how they sound, the Dragon
would be abetter choice than the Revox.
If you have little interest in playing old

cassettes but insist on being able to record
on awide variety of cassette formulations
with minimal bother, then the B&O is an
obvious choice (or the $3800 Nakamichi
1000ZXL, if you're really feeling flush).
The Revox B-710, it seems to me,
would be the first choice among these
only if you have little concern for playing
previously recorded cassettes or reusing
avariety of different tapes, and wish only
to build alibrary of state-of-the-art-quality
cassettes that you have recorded yourself.
But what about PCM digital? Does it
make sense to pay about $400 more and
get atruly state-of-the-an recording system? Only under two conditions: if you
own a system that really shows up the
high-end limitations of compact cassettes,
or if you fairly frequently make live recordings using truly superb microphones.
If neither of these conditions obtain, PCM
would be awaste of money to you. There
is, however, an alternative you might want
to investigate: Beta (or JVC) Hi -Fi, both
of which are claimed to provide reproduction quality somewhere between 15ips open-reel tape and PCM. Both use
videocassettes as the recording medium,
which means you lose the ability to listen
to your tapes in the car, yacht, or while
walking or jogging. If you want transportability. your only choice is the compact cassette.
JGH
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PAOLI
S.
O.
B.POWER AMPLIFIER
All-tube mono power amp. Rated output: 80 watts continuous. Frequency
response: +0/-3 dB, 12 Hz to 90 kHz
at 10 watts. Power response: 20Hz to
30kHz at 80 watts. Distortion (IM &THD):
<1% at rated output. Hum & noise:
>100 dB below rated output. Sensitivity: 1.5 volts in for 80 watts out. Damping factor: >15. Dimensions: 14 1/
2"W
by 1o
-ve D by 9-V2" H. Weight: 49 lbs.
each. Price: $4000/pair. MANUFACTURER: Paoli High Fidelity Consultants,
P.O. Box 876, Paoli, PA 19301, (215)
644-7083, or 61 Altair Dr., Tumersville,
NJ 08012, (609) 587-6079.

called the Behemoth. The unit was scaled
down slightly, to the point where it was
only awkward to handle, and renamed
Son of Behemoth, or simply S.O.B. Idon't
know what they were so concerned about;
after the 125-1b. C-J Premier 1, the 45-1b.
S.O.B.s seem like lightweights, although
90 lbs. (i.e., apair of them on one chassis)
is about all Iwould care to wrestle with,
thank you very much.
The S.O.B. uses the Hafler approach
to circuitry: the minimum number of
active stages in the simplest possible
configuration. There are only two stages
(or three, depending on how you count):
a voltage amplifier, phase inverter and
power output. Most of the cost of the

The original version of this amplifier,
which was deemed too heavy to be practical (it took two people to move it), was

OU S.O.B.'s
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S.O.B., according to Paoli's Eugene Coggins, has gone into its highly regulated
power supply, custom-built output trans.

"In
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former, and "the best available parts."

They are something special. They
The S.O.B.s have the shortest power have the clarity, inner detailing and socables I've ever seen on an amplifier: 4lidity of atop-notch solid-state amplifier,
/ feet. They reached the AC outlets I mated with the remarkable midrange
2
1
wanted to plug them into, but this may
liquidity and depth and the high-end
not always be the case. The cables them- sweetness and airiness of the best tubed
selves, of what looks like #10 wire, are amps. The sound is completely textureoverkill for an 80-watt amplifier with a less (not a trace of grain or dryness),
12-Hz cutoff, but they sure look impreseffortlessly easy to listen to, yet as clearly
sive!

defined as the image from afine photo-

Installation was not as simple as
anticipated. The S.O.B.s use the small

graphic lens. It has none of the glary
brashness of your average tubed amp,

barrier strips for output connections, so
of course they couldn't accommodate the

nor the usual midbass wooliness on dynamic speakers.
The S.O.B. has some very stiff com-

large spade lugs at the ends of my Monster
cables. It was necessary to jam one side
of each spade under the retaining screw,
mangling the lug and sacrificing some of

petition, though. Its price is just 8% lower
than that of the $4350 Conrad-Johnson
Premier 1which offers more than 3times

the integrity of the electrical connection.
Gene, what about putting some of that
high cost of premium parts into decent
barrier strips?
And then there are the input recep-

the power, and the S.O.B.'s power rating
is in the same class as that of the 100watt/channel Esoteric Audio 509, which
costs a little more than half as much
($2200 per pair). So how do they com-

tacles. When the amplifiers are placed

pare?
On most loudspeakers, the Paoli's

side by side (the normal configuration),
the inputs are 11 inches apart, which
precludes the use of most twin-paired

high end is much better than that of the
EAR. In the bass range, the Paolis top the
EARs by providing better control and, as

audio cables. These are minor quibbles,
to be sure, but when apower amplifier
casts this much Ifeel one has the right

a result, subjectively deeper and tighter
bottom—this despite their slightly lower

to pick at its nits. Also, since Eugene is a
longtime friend of mine, asituation fraught

power rating. Through the middle range
the two amps are sufficiently similar that,

with the potential for judgmental bias, I without immediate access to the EARs
may have felt unconsciously compelled
(we returned them), Icould not attempt
to come down harder on the S.O.B.s than
to compare them. So the tubed amplifier
Imight otherwise have.
to beat is the huge Premier 1. In some
For those of you to whom this conways the Paolis are better than Conradsideration is important, these are im- Johnson's best effort, in other ways not.
pressive-looking units. With their businesslike black grilles, brushed-aluminum

The 200-watt/channel Premier 1gives
an impression of imperturbable solidity

chasses and large black rubber feet, they
look as solidly imposing as little Rocks

at full-room listening levels that no tubed
amplifier to date has approached, and the
Paolis don't approach it either. Outside

of Gibraltar.
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But is it worth $4000 per stereo pair?
In terms of dollars per watt, it is godawful
expensive, at $50 per. (The Premier 1is
amuch better buy at $21.75/watt.) Dollars
per watt isn't the only way to judge an
apparent after the Paolis left (we only
had them for a month). In spite of the
amp, but between the Paolis and the C-J
it's a valid comparison. The Premier 1
fine quality of the Premier 1that Iwas
forced to settle for, Ibegan to suffer
really does give you significantly greater
solidity and ease, although it doesn't show
withdrawal symptoms!
up on the Acoustat 2+2s until you reach
In other respects, the Paolis and
98 to 100 dB—which is loud! And alConrad-Johnson were quite similar. They
though Paoli is proud of the quality of
have comparable depth and detail through
the middle range, but the Paolis have a parts used in the SOB., Ihave no doubt
that Conrad-Johnson and Esoteric Audio
noticeably leaner, tighter low end. On
put great care into the selection of their
dynamic speaker systems, where the C-J
component parts. Unfortunately, parts
tends to be rather fat through the midbass,
quality is like the kind of furniture craftsthe Paolis produce an almost solid-state
manship that puts finished wood at the
tightness and solidity; on the Acoustat
back of bureau drawers; it doesn't show,
2+2s the C-J blooms and the Paolis verge
but the maker knows it's there. Whether
on the inadequate at the low end.
the high cost of premium quality parts
The S.O.B.s are also among the few
will result in aconcomitant increase in
amplifiers I've encountered that bring the
reliability is something only time can tell.
Quad ESL-63 electrostatics to life, and
(Paoli estimates the life of their output
their 80-watt output rating makes them
less likely to drive the 63s into overload
tubes at 1year or 2000 hours, whichever
protection (or breakdown). Except for
comes first.)
the low-end leanness of the Paolis, which
Paoli is sufficiently confident about
mated poorly with the Quad in my room
the sound of the S.O.B. to offer aguar(it might be necessary in some listening
antee that is unprecedented among makrooms), this was the best amplifier for ers of premium-priced components: They
sell by mail order only, and if any buyer
the Quad I've yet heard.
does not feel it's the best amp he's ever
Ihave to disagree with Eugene Coggins about these being the best amplifiers
heard, he can return the amplifier to Paoli
around for use with any and all loudfor afull refund (minus shipping and a
speakers (they're really best with good
modest $48 lab-checkout charge). Under
electrostatics), Ido feel they belong in
the circumstances, you could do worse
than give it atry, particularly if you are
that select and very small group of stateof-the-art tubed amplifiers, embodying as as partial to electrostatic speakers as I
they do all of a tubed power amp's am. The Paolis have the best and most
strengths with few of its weaknesses.
musically natural high frequency reproProducing this kind of low end from a duction I've heard in 25 years of reviewtubed amplifier is something that has ing, and that's saying something. With that
rarely been achieved!
guarantee I'd be surprised if afair number

of that, the Paolis have a significantly
softer, sweeter high end which is the
most musically natural, on electrostatics,
that I've ever heard. This became most
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of high-end and well-heeled listeners
weren't tempted to give the S.O.B. atry.
JGH

TORUMAT
TM-7 SUPERFLUID
A solvent for use with wet cleaners for
analog discs. Price: $10 for 16 fluid
ounces. MANUFACTURER: Torumat Co.,
P.O. Box 373, Rocklin, CA 95677.

It is extremely difficult for alayperson to
assess certain aspects of record-cleaning
fluids, because they depend on chemical
factors which are not amenable to testing
or verification through short-term use
tests.
Torumat, for example, claims that
TM-7 "contains no harmful ingredients
which could extract plasticizers and lubricants from the vinyl record composition. Its repeated use does not result in
buildup of deposits to interfere with
tracking accuracy. Its use results in greatly
reduced friction and wear between groove
and stylus." Who sex? Torumat sex.
Itested TM-7 in a Monks (KMAL)
semiautomatic cleaning machine, first to
see whether TM-7 would remove the wide
spectrum of pollutants it is likely to encounter on dirty discs. It removed fingerprints, jelly smudges (important if you
have children who like you to undo their
record abuse from time to time), tobaccosmoke residue, embedded dandruff flakes
Stereophile

and saliva blotches (have you never
sneezed while holding anaked record?).
The only things it worked less well on
(than ethyl alcohol and water) were fungus deposits on ancient 78s. So as a
cleaner it's fine.
It also has amodicum of anti-static
action, but it can only blunt abad case
of static charge, not eliminate it. What
about lubricating the groove (also
claimed)? This Icould not ascertain, except to state that there was not enough
of anything left in the groove to cause
any visible buildup on the stylus, so if
lubricate it does, it must do it by combining with the surface of the vinyl, and
Icould hear no evidence of groove change.
Does it harm records? Apparently
not. Icoated one side of a disc and
allowed it to sit for two hours, the equivalent in exposure time to about 120 wetwashings. On subsequent playings the
disc showed no increase in surface noise
or in the rate at which highly modulated
grooves took on the grayish cast which
indicates advanced wear. Apparently TM7is safe for "repeated usage."
In all fairness, though, Ishould add
that I have conducted the same 120minute soak test (in two 60-minute bouts,
43

because of evaporation) with the 50/50
alcohol/distilled water mixture !generally
use in the KMAL cleaner, and despite dire
warnings about the leaching out of plasticizers, Ifound no evidence that this did
any damage either. Perhaps 20 years from
now the TM-7ed discs will still be around
and the alcohol-and-watered ones will
crumble into dust, but today Ihave no
way of knowing.
So TM-7 seems to work quite nicely,
and at $10 abottle may be worth more
in terms of reassurance than in actual
superiority over cheaper cleansing fluids.
Asingle bottle should last for two to three
months with most wet cleaners, depending on frequency of cleaning. But regardless what you use, Iurge you to use it as
infrequently as possible, just to be safe.
Unless grossly abused, no disc should
require laundering more than twice a
year. A dry brushing with something like
the Decca brush should suffice for the
intervening period.
JGH
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Introducing the New Acoustat TNT-120 Power Amplifier
We applied the leading edge in
electronics technology to bring
you an amplifier that breaks with
the obsolete designs of the past.
An amplifier that exceeds the best
that tubes and transistors have to
offer, with the musical purity and
finely etched detail that says live.
With advanced pure FET technology for wide bandwidth and
linearity throughout the signal
path. With innovative TRANSNOW' circuit topology for stabil-

ity into the most difficult loads.
With complete dual-mono power
supplies for exceptional dynamic
reserves and ultimate stereo
separation.
And finally, COMPLEMENT
FEEDBACK assures that your
speakers will respond directly to
the amplifier output without
delays or overshoots. Distortions
are cancelled as they occur.
leaving only the music...one
hundred percent pure.

ACOLDTAT
SPEAXERS

ELECTRONICS

Toll-Free: 1-800-327-3136
In Florida: 305-462-6700

The ACOUSTAT TRANS-NOVA
TWIN 120. Revolutionary By
Design. Call toll-free for more
information and the name of
your nearest Acoustat Dealer.
SPECIFICATIONS:
POWER OUTPUT:
120 watts/ch @ 8ohms
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
2-500k Hz t 3dB
SLEW RATE: 165 v/us

PROFESSIONAL
MONITORS
WHAT DO THE
RECORD
COMPANIES
LISTEN TO?
Every once in a while, when confronted by an unusually good or bad
recording, an audiophile is moved to
wonder what equipment the record producer was using to monitor his own
efforts. The answer to this question can
also give us some clues as to what a
particular recording is actually supposed
to sound like—that is, what it might have
sounded like in the recording control
room when the producer said, "That's
great; let's go with it!"

ANGEL • CBS • M&K REALTIME
• MOBILE FIDELITY • REFERENCE
RECORDINGS • RCA • SHEFFIELD
•TELARC •VARESE SARABANDE •
W ILSON AUDIO.
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To get some answers, we contacted
several of the domestic companies which
are producing recordings aimed at the
audiophile market. What we found was
enlightening and, in some cases, surprising. Here, listed alphabetically by label,
are equipment rundowns of the record
companies we polled.
Stereophile

ANGEL
Angel uses the studios of Capitol
Records, so we will refer throughout to
Capitol rather than Angel. In their disccutting room, Capitol uses apair of TAD/
Augsburger speakers and custom-modified Hailer 500 power amps, bridged for
about 950 watts output capability. Mr.
Augsburger, who operates an audio consulting firm (Perception) in Los Angeles,
is considered the leading designer of
studios in the City of Angels. His speakers
mate two 2235H JBL 15-inch woofers with
ahorn-loaded tweeter made by Pioneer.
Crossover is at 800 Hz. For disc playback,
Capitol has aShure V15-V cartridge in a
Yamaha VX-3 linear-tracking turntable.

CBS
With such a large company, it was
not surprising that we got no unanimity
of answers. CBS executives, it seems, are
"assigned" systems for their offices. And
the fidelity of the system one gets seems
to depend on how high one is in the
corporate hierarchy. For monitoring re-

RealTime has one reference cartridge, "an early sample of the original
Grado Signature 2." The tone arm is an
M&K-modified Raba) SL-8.
MOBII.E

FIDELITY

M-F has two reference systems. The
first, in chief engineer Jack Hunt's province, uses aJVC QL-10 Lab Series turntable
with a Fidelity Research arm and cartridge, an Ortofon preamp (normally supplied with Ortofon's disc-cutting systems),
an Electron Kinetics Eagle power amplifier, and Sony Esprit APM-8 speakers.
The main reference system uses an
Iverson (now Robertson) EK-1 pickup/
preamp combination, another Eagle amplifier, and Roger West Sound Labs' "Renaissance" speaker systems, with subwoofers designed by "some folks at ElectroVoice." The John Meyer speakers used
some years ago have now been retired;
one pair is up for sale, the other is being
used in the video studio. That's right,
video.

cordings, CBS uses many varieties, but
favors Altec and Urei loudspeakers. No
further generalizations can be made.

RCA

M&K REALTIME

sible for some of RCA's best-sounding
recent discs (including the incredible
CSO/Reiner re-releases) relies mainly on
a pair of RCA's LC-1A speakers and a

Not surprisingly, RealTime uses their
own "Digital Reference" SS-1B satellite
speakers with a pair of Volkswoofer 2
bass cubes and their LP-1 special passive
crossovers for biamping. Their "reference" preamp was designed in-house
(author not identified), and as for power
amps Ken Kreisel (the K of M&K) said,
"We have lots of them on hand, but our
favorite is still aslightly modified version

John Pfeiffer, who has been respon-

McIntosh tubed power amp, but added
that other producers have their own preferences. Infinity 4.5 speakers are popular,
as are Macintosh's 200-watt solid-state
power amps. Otherwise, there are so
many different systems in use at RCA that
one can't generalize about them.

of the Bryston 4-B."

Stereophile
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REFERENCE RECORDINGS
RR has three ambitious systems for
auditioning the fruits of their labors.
President Tam Henderson's system consists of aSony PS-LX5000 linear-tracking
turntable/arm with a Dynavector Ruby
cartridge, the Spectral DMC-10 preamp,
a BEL 2002 power amplifier, Acoustat
Three loudspeakers, and aTandberg TD20AA-SE tape recorder for editing. Audio
interconnects are Monster Cable Interlink
Reference; speaker cables are unspecified
custom types.
Technical Director and recordist Keith
Johnson listens to aThorens TD-150 turntable with an Audiocraft arm and Dynavector Ruby cartridge, the Spectral DMC10 preamp, a modified Hailer DU-200
power amp, and Acoustat Two speakers.
Cables are the same as in ill's system.
On location, Keith takes along portable,
powered monitor speakers of his own
design.
Marketing Director Marcia Martin has
the Entec Granite turntable, Breuer arm
and Koetsu Rosewood cartridge, the same
Spectral preamp, the Spectral DMA-100
power amplifier, and Entec's Coherent
Ribbon speakers. Cables are Alpha Interlink Reference, and Powerline Ils.
All three of RR's reference speaker
systems are supported at the low end by
Entec's powered subwoofer systems.

SHEFFIELD
Generally considered (among audiophiles) to produce the best-sounding
records of any company, D-to-D Sheffield's monitor system should prompt a
certain amount of soul-searching among
their admirers, for Sheffield uses born
loudspeakers.
48

They have three identical monitoring
systems, one in the disc-processing facility, one at the Mastering Lab (the firm's
custom-cutting division) and the other at
Sheffield's studios. In each, the speakers—designed by Doug Sax's brother
Sherwood—use (per channel) two Altec
15-inch woofers, one Altec 288-G
compression (horn-loaded) midrange
driver crossing over at 600 Hz, and one
hand-selected
Electro-Voice
T-350
compression (horn) tweeter—the same
one that topped the old Patrician speaker
system. The drivers are time-aligned (the
midrange horn sticks out in front), and
crossovers are at 6dB/octave.
Sheffield's power amplifiers, also designed by brother Sherwood, are 70-watt
all-tubed units.
For disc playback, Sheffield uses a
Stanton 881 moving-magnet cartridge, and
a solid-state preamp that was also designed by Doug's brother. Those of you
who remember having heard that Sheffield went all-tube a while ago should
know that this was only at the recording
end of things; for their own playback they
still use some solid-state.
Compared with your typical audiophile system, Sheffield's system(s) would
sound very forward and "middlesey."
Voices, for example, would sound much
more prominent in Sheffield's studios
than they would in most audiophiles'
homes.
On monitor speakers in general,
Sheffield's Doug Sax said "You can't do
live recording with an 84-dB efficient
speaker system. Live music is LOUD. A
player wants to be able to walk out of
the studio into the control room and hear
it the way he just heard it. ...Probably
the only commonality of all the monitor
systems you're hearing about is that they
Siereophile

are efficient. These (our) speakers have
to do a Thelma Houston record and a
solo violin. Most audiophile-type speakers
won't play that loud, cleanly. The best
electrostatic I've heard is the new large
one from Stax—and it still won't play
loud. -

TELARC
Telarc uses the same speakers and
power amps in their audition/editing room
and for on-location monitoring: ADS biamped L-1530 speakers and Threshold S/
500 Stasis power amplifiers. For disc
playback, whose main purpose is to evaluate the quality of pressings and not the
overall sound, Telarc uses an Audio
Technica LC-130 cartridge and A-T arm
on aMicro Seiki DDX-1000 turntable.
VARESE SARABANDE
Chief Engineer Torn Null said, "I do
our listening at home, not on the cheap
junk they have at the studio.'
Tom's system consists of a Denon
DP-60 phono unit, Shure V15-V with the
normal hyperelliptical stylus, the preamp
section of aPioneer A-27, aCarver M-1.5
magnetic power amp, and Infinity RS-4.5
speaker systems.
Very much abeliever in the importance of ambience (you turn your head

for: afull-sized image at the original full
volume. Anything less is a compromise
and ought to be recognized as acompromise."
Most producers and chief engineers
we interviewed felt familiarity was more
important than "state-of-the-art. - This explains why several studios continue to
use old components to evaluate recordings they are producing for today's market. It also tends to confirm observations
on the part of many of our subscribers,
to the effect that they are better able to
hear small differences (between audio
interconnects, for example) through their
own, often mediocre system than through
someone else's supposedly more revealing but unfamiliar-sounding system.

W ILSON AUDIO
To no one's surprise Dave Wilson
listens to the Wilson Audio Modular Monitors (WAMMs) to gauge the success of
his recording efforts. The upper modules
are powered by Krell amplifiers, the low
end by the Brown Electronic Labs (BEL)
2002. His cartridge is the Van den Hul
EMT imported by Audio Classics, mounted
in a Technics EPA-100 tone arm on an
Oracle turntable. Alternatively he listens
to a Kiseki Agate (with the boron cantilever—very important, according to Dave),
on the Goldmund Studio turntable with
the Goldmund T-3B arm. Preamplification
is through the Spectral DMC-10. Dave
uses the modified Revox A77 on which

in ahall and there it is, coming right off
the rear wall, and it's not subtle), Torn
also uses aSound Concepts SD5OR ambience device for his personal listening.
He summed up his philosophy of

most of his recordings were made, as
well as his John Curl custom tape recorder
(the Ultra Master) on which his future

recorded music: "It's emotion, that's what
it's all about. The greatest sound in the

recordings will be made. Interconnects
are Monster Cable Reference Interlink,

world is a full orchestra heard from a speaker cables are the new Monster Powgood seat. and that's what we're going erline II.
Stereophile
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HOT NEWS
• Several weeks ago, high-end manufacturer Linn
Products announced significant across-the-board
US price cuts.
The Sondek turntable, for example,
went from $995 to $795 and the Ittok arm from
$650 to $520.
Sales of Linn products have since
tripled, although Linn assures us this was not
entirely because of the price cut.
• Doug Sax of Sheffield Records, one of the
industry's most outspoken critics of the Compact
Disk, is being pressured by his dealers to start
releasing in that format.
He is considering going
along with them, although very much against his
own convictions.
• Gary Giorgi, founder and ex-president of Mobile
Fidelity records, and MF's recently-new president
Herb Belkin parted company early in January.
According to Belkin, Giorgi wanted MF to branch
out into the hardware field; Belkin felt the firm
was better off sticking with software.
• A rumor that Audiophile-disc producer Reference
Recordings is planning to start releasing on
Compact Disc is untrue. RR purchased a Nakamichi
DMP-100 digital processor for "backing up their
analog recordings," but they do not feel the
quality from any digital medium meets their standards for record release.
• An industry-wide rumor that Ampex, producer of
America's first industrial (broadcast) audio and
video tape recorders, is bowing out of the audio
recorder business, is partly true. Ampex VP William Scullion admitted that audio tape recorder
production has been "put.on a back burner" while
Ampex, which had a disappointing fiscal 1983,
considers its direction for future years.
Production of Ampex's professional mastering tape will
be unaffected.

Simply pure.
Nothing less, nothing more.
ELECTROCOMPANIET
Preampliwire I
EAST COAST: Audio Connection—Verona. NJ •Audiocom—Old Greenwich, CT •
Audio Guild—Englewood. NJ •Ears Nova—Great Neck. NY •Lyric—Manhattan and
White Plains. NY •Precision Audio—Rio Piedras. PR •Sight and Sound—Morristown.
NJ •Sound Components—Coral Gables, FL •Sound Service Company—Philadelphia.
PA •Stuart's Audio—Westfield, NJ •Taylor House—Denver. NC •Upstairs Audio—
West Columbia, SC •MIDDLE STATES: Alternative Audio—Knoxville. TN •Audio
Concepts—Houston. TX •Audio Perfection—Minneapolis. MN •Audio Threshold—
Mt. Clemens. MI •Greenfield Equipment—River Forest. IL •Hi Fi Gallery—Indianapolis,
IN •Victor's Stereo—Chicago and Morton Grove. IL •WEST COAST: Fidelis—San
Francisco. CA •Stereo Design—San Diego. CA •CANADA: Brack Electronics—
Toronto. OT
Distributed by Electrocompaniet, Inc.
At. 202. Box 127 •Hollis. ME 04042 •(207) 929-4553
Manufactured by Electrocompaniet AIS •P.O. 92 •1473 Skater, Norway

The TIFFANY CONNECTOR
vs
The "NO-NAME CONNECTOR"
You buy KRELL and BEDINI amplifiers and preamps, not a"no-name" power
or pre-amp, for the same reason you buy GOLDMUND turntables and not a
"no-name" turntable.
It is the same reason these companies as well as COTTER, DENNESEN,
RANDALL RESEARCH, JANIS, AND KLYNE use TIFFANY CONNECTORS:
Our name on the connector is your best assurance of the highest quality materials, design, and workmanship, connector after connector after connector.
So if it doesn't say TIFFANY right on the connector, it isn't aTIFFANY. And you'll
have no warranty it will really improve your system.
For more technical data, or the name of your nearest dealer, contact:
US/Canada dealer sales: SOUND CONNECTIONS (813-985-7033)
POB 16543 Tampa, FL 33687
OEM/Export: M. BERNS INDUSTRIES (212-869-4580)
Box 'D', NY NY 10028

3 LUXURY
Publisher's Note:
We welcome Lan-i' Greenhill to the staff
of Stereophile with the following review
of three expensive rassette recorders. The
review was originally writtenfor the nowdormant Audio Alternatives, who were
kind enough to grant us permission to
print the article. To some extent the article
will be of historical interest rather than
current; two of the recorders reviewed
have been replaced by others. For those
interested in the used market and for
those wishing to evaluate that which they
already own the article will be of great
talue
The Tandberg 3004 has been replaced by the Tandberg 3014, which incorporates a number of adtances and
costs $800 less. The new model contains
5 instead of 12 circuit boards, thus increasing reliability. Polypropylene and
polystyrene capacitors have been used
throughout as well as metal-film resistors.
There is an 8-bit microprocessor (with
32K of memory) which allows a number
of advanced and programmable functions in the 3014. Dolby Chas been added.
The basic transport system of the 3004
remains unchanged in the 3014. Overall
we would expect the 3014 to offer amore
refined sound, greater high frequency
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extension, less tape hie, and an increased
number offancy functions. A report on
the 3014 willfollow in Volume 7, Number
2.
The Nakamichi ZX-7 has not truly
been superceded. Since its deletion from
the line has been quite recent, Iwould
not be sutprised
Stereophile readers
couldfind examples still in dealer's showrooms. Nak.amiches alternatives are the
newly introduced RX-505 (
$1090) which
offers unidirectional autoreverse (the tape
deck picks up the nusPtte and turns it
()ter at the end of the first side), and
seems to be more of an easy-to-use model
than one for the recording enthusiast.
The DC-9, at $1450 is roughly of the same
vintage and design as the ZX-7, and offers
more extended high frequency response
and lower wow and flutter (due to the
use of direct-druv motors). In other respects it deers little from the ZX-7 and
should offer approximately the same value.
The Rem:ix 701 cassette deck is not
included in Lan-i' Greenhill's report but
has been reviewed by JGH elsewhere in
this issue. We regret not being able to
offer a single point of view on all four
machines, but it was beyond our power
to correct.
Stereophile

A REVIEW BY LARRY GREENHILL

CASSETTE DECKS
Very expensive cassette recorders, ranging in price from $1,000 to beyond $2,000,
continue to survive in today's recessionburdened audio marketplace. As "dream
machines," these tape recorders offer a
staggering number of mechanical and
electronic conveniences while functioning as flagships for lower priced, less
complex recorders in the manufacturer's
product lineup. They reflect engineering
exercises in compressing alarge number
of mechanical and electrical functions
into asmall package. Clearly targeted for
the professional as well as the dedicated
hobbyist, these superdecks boast great
ruggedness of parts, precision tooling of
gears and capstans, and sophisticated microcomputer transport controls.
Like Edison's cylinder, the Phillips
compact cassette was originally designed
for voice dictation. To transform the cassette into ahigh fidelity musical storage
device, it was necessary to develop noise
reduction circuitry and extraordinarily
precise transport mechanisms. Within the
theoretical limits of dynamic range and
frequency response for 1/8-inch cassette
tape, superdecks extract as much of the
musical fidelity from the medium as is
now possible.
Stereophile

The luxury CiaSS cassette recorders
take on added importance with the Radio
Institute Association of America's (RIAA)
announcement that prerecorded cassette
sales exceeded disc sales for 1982. Though
much of this growth is a result of the
Walkman revolution, perfectionist companies like Mobile Fidelity, In-Synch, and
Delos now offer audiophile-class prerecorded tapes that can be optimized by
the discrete playback head of asuperdeck.
Three leading manufacturers of
professional recording equipment were
approached for this review. Denmark's
Bang and Olufsenjapan's Nakamichi, and
Norway's Tandberg Company were asked
to select one of their luxury class cassette
recorders. Only in the instance of the
Nakamichi ZX-7 was the deck selected
not the most expensive in the line (Nakamichi offers the 2X-9, the Dragon, and
the 1000-2XL, all for more money). The
Bang and Olufsen Beocord 9000 represents acompletely automated, microprocessor-run cassette deck which can automatically optimize internal electronic
parameters to match each tape inserted
into its cassette well. The Nakamichi ZX7allows for aprecise manual adjustment
of record calibration level and bias and
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is correspondingly less expensive. It was

its high reliability, and "more delicate

chosen because it represented, at least in

and less hashy rendition of the high
frequencies." The Tandherg TCD3004 was
run through the same test procedures as
the first two decks mentioned. What we
found deepened our respect for the sophistication inherent in today's cassette
recorders.

the summer of 1982, Nakamichi's most
advanced ideas on tape transpon mechanisms and applications of Dolby circuitry. The Tandberg TCD3004 was reviewed
in a recent issue of Audio Alternatives
and praised for its outstanding transport,
its manual bias and alignment features,

THE BANG AND OLUFSEN
9000 CASSETTE RECORDER
Isuppose Ibegan to realize that the Bang
and Olufsen 9000 deck was the most
sophisticated cassette recorder available
in today's market after my conversation
with Amelia Haygood, chief engineer of
Delos Records. She has been involved in
making prerecorded cassettes in real time'
and required a deck which could be
operated by remote control, had outstanding electronics, and allowed the control engineer quick access to any portion
of the tape. After looking into comparable
brands by Nakamichi and Studer-Revox,
she chose the B&O 9000 because of its
uniquely effective HX-Pro headroom-expanding record circuits, its computeraccess tape search feature, and because
20 "slave" 9000s could be run from a
master deck by an electronic harness.
Faced with a consumer decision, Delos
Records purchased the Bang and Olufsen

recording and no "jump start" recording
were possible. I
layg(x)d's choice and her
continued enthusiasm about this heavily
automated cassette recorder piqued my
interest. Priced at avery expensive $1,800,
the 9000 is loaded with more features
than any other cassette deck, including
Nakamichi's $3,800 1000 al. flagship.
Bang and Olufsen has designed its
top-of-the-line cassette recorder into a
low, flat and wide package with asloping
brushed aluminum and black front. The
styling maintains B&O's classic Scandinavian design, which has won aplace in
the Museum of Modern Art.
The machine is essentially a toploading cassette deck and is definitely not
stackable with other components. The
cover of the programming compartment,
on the upper left-hand side, swings up
to reveal an internal cassette well, slider

9000 in quantity for apurely professional
purpose, even though it lacked acouple
of so-called professional features: no

is an upper right-hand panel in black
smoked plexiglass, through which the

monitoring off the playback head during

digital counter, colored LED peak-pro-
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potentiometers and push buttons. There
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gram meters (PPM), and annunciators are
seen (when the deck is operating). The
lower right-hand corner contains a 21key push button control board; there are
33 controls in all!

The machine utilizes special circuitry
in recording, called FIX-Professional, to
put the strongest signal on the tape with
the least distortion. It should not be
confused with its predecessor, Dolby FIX,

Switches and plugs are mounted on
which adjusted both bias and equalizafour different sides, including the bottom,
tion, but was unable to eliminate distorthe back, and under the front edge of the
tion at low frequencies or to handle metal
machine. The output level controls, which
tape.
Iused frequently for test bench measThe new I
IX-Pro system, developed
urements, were most inconveniently sitas ajoint effort between MO and Dolby,
uated in deep wells on the underside of
has remedied many of the earlier IIX
the machine. The 9000 also required DINproblems. Utilizing asophisticated feedto-RCA adaptors to connect to microback loop, a constant bias current is
phones or other stereo equipment, which
applied to the record head which takes
can be an inconvenience (particularly if
into account the self-biasing ability of the
you don't have them) and limits the
music itself. Let me explain.
quality of interconnect wire you can use—
Bias is applied to tape to offset the
unless you have custom cables made up.
inherently nonlinear magnetization of tape
The Bang and Olufsen 9000 is atourparticles. Optimal bias is required for
de-force design effort on the part of a each particular tape formulation as well
team of engineers headed by Jorgen Selas each type of signal—too much bias
mer Jensen. Innovations include the
can depress the high frequency response.
"sandwich" playback and record head
Jensen's research team observed that the
assembly and the special FIX-Professional
transient content of the signal varies the
recording circuit. The benefits to the
bias level! That, coupled with the varying
consumer are new approaches to some
sensitivity of tapes, leads to unexpected
long-term design hurdles for cassette decks.
variability in distortion of high frequency
For example, the microprocessor impleinformation in cassette tapes. IIX-Pro works
ments rapid, precise tape access, provides
to keep the bias constant during recorddistortion-based metering, and optimizes
ing, regardless of what noise reduction
the FIX-Pro circuitry.
circuitry is used, what equalization is
Basically the deck functions as a applied (for the particular tape formuladedicated, sophisticated microcomputer
tions), or how much high-frequency tranwith atape transport attached. Four Intel
sient musical information is being fed to
chips are arranged in a circuit which
the record head. The circuit functions
automates tape transport control funcindependently for both left and right
tions, sets individual tape bias and equalchannels and is nondefeatable for reization, and calibrates metering adjustcordings made on this deck.
ment functions. Four key elements have
The second unusual feature of the
been uniquely designed around this com9000 is aseven-stage computer-controlled
puter-controlled cassette recorder.
calibration (CCC) adjustment to match
Stereophile
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the record level of every tape. We timed
the operation of this circuit, and it required only ten seconds to carry out over
150 measurements. During that time, bias
for both left and right channels is adjusted
in 48 steps per channel; the tape's optimal
equalization is established; and sensitivity
at 17 kHz is tested in 16 steps and at 333
Hz in 15 steps. Finally, the 3rd-order
distortion at 333 Hz is gauged in 30 steps.
In this way the unit's peak program meters
are automatically set so the scale's zero
point will represent 2% harmonic distortion, not the standard 200 nanoWebers
per meter (nWb/m) setting used on other
decks. Low quality ferric tapes (type I)
with little headroom may have their zero
point set very low; expensive, high quality
chrome and metal tapes will have azero
point set far above (5-7 dB) that on other
cassette recorders. As a result, one can
be confident of the actual distortion on
the tape during recording. On playback,
the metering system's zero point reverts
to 200 nWb/m, so the metering swings
more often "into the red" in this mode.
The third major feature is the unit's
digital counter, which generates numbers
in real clock time, reading minutes and
seconds of elapsed tape time alternating
with remaining time to record. The 9000's
internal clock keeps areal-time reference
as long as the deck is plugged in, and
allows the counter to read time of day;
the deck can be preset to record or play
back at any time. In addition, the counter
allows rapid, automatic location of any
portion of the tape. Using the numbered
keys, the user punches in the time address
of a particular tape selection, and then
presses GO. The machine will proceed
to that point rapidly. This feature is phe-
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nomenally accurate; time after time Iwas
able to access aparticular section of music
(for other testing), and the 9000 was
accurate to the second! Rapid access
memory features such as these allow the
user to make editing charts during alive
recording session, and also to do retakes
quickly.
A 12.5 kHz calibration tape for azimuth settings is included with the deck
In addition, the deck automatically demagnetizes the record head after every
recording session.
The 9000's emphasis on automation
led to compromises elsewhere. The tape
transport is somewhat less sophisticated
than in other "superdecks," having only
one capstan and one motor. The tape
heads are not as accessible for cleaning
as on front-loading decks, and the azimuth
setting must be done by a screwdriver
turning ahard-to-reach screw, rather than
by the use of a rotary panel control as
on other decks. Tape transport controls
act through somewhat noisy solenoids,
which do not function as rapidly as does
purely electronic switching. With some
functions, it took up to half asecond from
the time of actuation until the transport
responded, which can be aproblem when
trying to accurately cue aparticular passage on a tape. Also, if Ipushed the
RECORD button too quickly after REC
OPEN, the digital counter showed an
error signal, and the machine wouldn't
record unless the procedure was repeated. Professional "flying start" recording techniques are not possible, asignificant disadvantage in atape deck of this
cost.
The large LED PPMs have rapid attack
and superb, slow decay times, but only
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four segments below "0" (-1, -3, -8, -20).
To record the pianissimo passages in
classical music, Ineeded finer gradations
on the meters. The input level potentiometers for each channel were not ganged
(a minor inconvenience).
Although there are three discrete
heads in this tape deck, no off-the-tape
monitoring during recording is possible.
The 9000's design combines the record
and playback heads (but keeps the gaps
separate!), keeping in mind the problems
that result when atape is recorded with
one azimuth and played back with another. Since azimuth is adjusted simultaneously on playback and record, no
such problems can occur. Unfortunately
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this design prohibits the use of the playback head for off-the-tape monitoring
while recording. The record head's powerful field (while recording) totally garbles the pickup by the playback head and
renders that signal useless.
The 9000 does use both gaps simultaneously for the CCC function ("internal
monitoring") where intra-gap interference doesn't matter, but not for music
monitoring. But why put three-head functions in a cassette deck if off-the-tape
monitoring can't be carried out during
recording?
Basically, the 9000's excellent record-playback frequency response, specified at ± 1.5 dB, 20 Hz-25 kHz, is possible
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THE CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING ARTS
Nowadays. there's no place like home to enjoy the great
performances of our time. Protect and display your valued
audio, video and computer equipment with Custom
Woodwork & Design.
Handcrafted in select oak or walnut hardwoods. CWD's
modular furniture systems stand the test of time. And only
CWD lets you adcfn stack matching units and accessories
as your center expands!
Quality, versatility and value. Three good reasons why
great Home Entertainment Centers begin with Custom
Woodwork & Design. From $235. (Manuf. sugg. retail)
In Natural Oak. Dark Oak or Natural American Walnut.
Call toll-free for the CWD dealer nearest you.

CWD
CUSTOM W OODWORK

DESIGN

TOLL-FREE 1-800-323-2159
IN ILLINOIS: 312-563-1745
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obertson Audi
Creates the ImpossiJfe
ele4e-Q*4

The challenge seemed impossible. Audiophiles agree each company's small power
amps are sonically superior to their behemoths. Robertson Audio took up the
challenge to produce apower amp sonically surpassing their smaller Forty Ten.
They successfully created the impossible with the Sixty Ten Power Amplifier. $2550.

"The Sixty Ten surpasses even the Class la Forty Ten in resolution
and clarity, whether the music is simple or complex, quiet or loud.
It sounds more open and detailed, revealing more of musical
instruments' natural timbre and texture. It alleviates the Forty
Ten's slight weaknesses that softly smeared the upperfrequencies.
Indeed, the Sixty Ten's precise articulation is its most marked sonic
achievement, and may spark some controversy among listeners
who prefer to hear music through asoft gauze filter"
— Peter Moncrieff Editor &Publisher, JAR Hotline #31.
SPECIFICATIONS — Up to 1600 watts into a1ohm load. Maximum Power Output (both
channels driven): 200 watts (8 ohms); 400 watts (4 ohms) from 20Hz to 20kHz.

c2oleteer.a
For full details write Dept. SR. PO. Box 8+0. Van Nuys, GA 91409 Phone (818) 99-i-92+i
In Canada: May Audio Nlarketing LTEE/Ltd..

Bout Guirnond. Longueuil. Quebec. J-16 I.P8. Phone: (514) 651-5707

only if separate optional gap widths (1
micron for the ferrite playback head, 2.5
microns for the Sendust record head) are
used for the two functions. Two-head
recorders, where record and playback
functions are shared by the same gap in
one head, have a more limited record/
playback response.
Even with the 9000's superior frequency response, Imissed the ability to
monitor off the tape while recording,
particularly during bench testing of the
unit but also when doinii live recording.
In partial recompense, Imust say that the
fast-acting metering system helped me
for the most part to avoid overload situations.
The B&O 9000 deck received alimited number of test bench measurements.
The zero-dB record level had to be calculated for each tape formulation to correspond to other decks' zero points, using
the readout of the computer calibration.
For example, metal tape's zero point was
some 7 dB higher than the usual zero
setting on other tape decks. The lack of
atape-monitoring function and the "floating" zero point made the deck very
challenging to test, but not hard to use
when actually recording music.
A record-playback frequency response at -20 dB (Dolby off) of ±2.5 dB,
20Hz-20kHz was measured. 3rd-order
harmonic distortion at a0-dB record level
measured between 0.5 and 0.8 percent.
Signal-to-noise ratio, utilizing Dolby C,
was an outstanding 77 dB. Tape rewind
times were found to be somewhat slow
for C-90 cassette tapes, averaging about
94 seconds to wind an entire tape. During
the test bench measurements, all front
panel controls and record calibrate computer functions operated flawlessly. Only
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the tiny set screws for output level, buried
in the bottom of the deck, caused frustration. For testing the 9000, it was necessary to set the deck on its side while
running and use ahigh intensity light to
find those screws. And Ican report that
the B&O runs flawlessly on its side!
Using this deck is a pure joy, due
partly to its unconventionality. For example, there is no on/off switch, for the
9000 is always on once plugged in. First
one should set the clock, which means
punching in the current time on the
numbered keyboard and pressing GO.
After cleaning the heads, the azimuth was
set by maximizing the metered response
to a 12.5 kHz calibrated tape via afussy
adjusting screw (oh, for arotary control!).
Upon inserting the tape to be recorded,
the 9000 automatically senses its type;
there is a manual override for ferrichrome.
The real fun begins when one activates the record functions. Pressing REC
OPEN for two seconds or more engages
the record circuitry. Pressing REC CAL
starts the tape calibration process, automatically sets the zero point of the electronic peak program meter, and assigns
the real-time digital counter's 00:00 time
at that location on the cassette. Press
STORE and the tape's bias, equalization,
sensitivity, and distortion level are inserted into the 9000s nonvolatile memory.
Press TAPE END and the deck literally
runs the tape through and then back to
the beginning, so that time remaining to
record flashes on the display alternately
with time elapsed. Then the input slider
level pots are adjusted so the musical
signal peaks on the PPMs do not exceed
+2. Push RECORD on the right hand
Stereophile

panel, and the deck is recording. The
time required to set up for recording is
less than three minutes, allowing 20 seconds for tape calibration and 90 seconds
for TAPE END function. Although the
setup sounds complex, it is far easier to
do than to describe.
But what about the sound? Recordings made of FM hiss utilizing Dolby C
showed no detectable difference when
recorded at -20 dB. Disc recordings which
included long segments of audience applause were also tested at -20 dB. The
preamp, when switched from source to
tape, showed no audible change in sound
utilizing this applause test. Peter McGrath's Ars Musica disc of the Fourth and
Fifth Brandenburgs (Time Gate 234) was
recorded on Maxell UDXL-H, which retrieved the subtle transients of the harpsichord as well as the baroque instruments' timbre. A Nakamichi D( metaltape dub of Stephen Kates (Sonic Arts)
was made in Dolby B, and played back
with excellent imaging and the same
warm, resonant tone heard from the cello
on the disc.
Playing back of the live recording
made of the Beethoven "Bagatelles," the
the warmth of the middle register of the
piano was rendered flawlessly, and the
artist commented on this tonal accuracy.
However, even though the deck was completely calibrated, several listeners reported that the percussive attack of the
piano had been rounded and smoothed.
When compared with the Nakamichi ZX7 ,the B&O seemed warmer, richer, and
smoother, the Nakamichi brighter and
sharper. In the realm of background tape

hiss, the B&O 9000 was clearly the best
of these three decks. Using Dolby C, the
floating metering system, and l
DC-Pro, the
Stereophile

B&O had no audible background tape
hiss, even at high volumes. 2
Why did the 9000 tend to sound
slightly warmer than other superdecks I
used? We were unable to isolate the factor
responsible; one possibility is the DolbyC tracking which, although typical for
Dolby C, was within ±2.0 dB at 0recordlevel (20 Hz-12 kHz). Although the variation was only 25% as much at -20 dB
record-level, even this amount of variation can yeild an unusual tonal balance
such as excess warmth.
What about the audible differences
in transients between the Nakamichi and
the B&O? The reason was the latter's 11XPro feature, which sets the 0-dB point at
an artificially high value. We found record-playback saturation losses of more
than 3dB at +6dB (10 kHz) and at +3
dB (15 kHz), all referenced to the arbitrary "0" of 200 nWb/m. Since the 9000's
floating metering system sets its "0" segment at +7dB for the same Sony UCXS
tape, recording peak levels from "0" to
"+2" saturated the tape (partially erasing
it) and rounded off the transients of piano
notes. During the live taping of the piano,
Ihad recorded between "0" and "+2"
(+7 to +9 on another deck), pushing
the B&O into saturation region.

It is atribute to FIX-Pro that the deck
will operate at such high levels and produce only minimal saturation dulling. For

quality. Also on the plus side is adegree
of visual attractiveness that is most unu-

comparison with other superdecks, I
matched recorders at "true" 0point while

come to expect it from B&O).

recording, and no difference in brightness or transient sharpness was evident
between the 9000 and other machines.
Perhaps the B&O's meter should have an
expanded scale, with many LED segments
below its floating point (instead of only
four), to help recordists stay well below
saturation.
In summary, then, we find the Bang
and Olufsen deck to have far and away
the most sophisticated recording functions of any cassette deck we have tested.
The PPM and real-time counter make it
difficult to return to other recorders using
arbitrary-digit counters and fixed zeropoint metering, no matter how high their

sual in audio equipment (though we've
The tradeoffs made by B&O come
in the areas of live-recording features and
sonics. Iurge B&O to consider the addition of amonitor tape head and meters
which do abetter job of discriminating
amongst low-level signals. Sonically, the
weaknesses are not great: the added
warmth will be found euphonically pleasing by many and the transient softening
is arelatively minor problem which can
be largely avoided by not believing the
0-dB setting of the 9000's automatic circuits. It should be emphasized that these
sonic problems show up only in comparison to the source or to the other two
recorders on review here.

THE NAKAMICHI
ZX-7 CASSETTE DECK

Nakamichi's DC-7 cassette deck combines
many of the features of their top-of-theline, $3,000-plus machines in a $1,250

multiple, complex adjustments the ZX- is capable of, controls are so well arranged ergonomically that the user can

cassette recorder. Bias, record-calibration
level, and azimuth can be adjusted by
hand for each tape placed in the machine,

operate the deck without repeatedly having to go back to the instruction manual

functions which are carried out by the
ABLE microcomputer in Nalcamichrs flagship, the $3,800 1000-ZXL. Even with the
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There is an unusually wide range ut
transport control options available on this
deck, control features usually reserved
for more expensive recorder Nakami
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chi's goal of keeping the price low was
achieved by making many of the functions
manual rather than computer-controlled.
As is evident from the test data and
listening observations below, much of the
cost of the 2X-7 went into the building
of a machine whose performance truly
excels in this price category.
Physically, the Nakarnichi ZX-7's black
front panel with white stenciling presents
to the user acomplex array of 39 push
buttons, rotary controls, and rotating
switches. It utilizes a front-loading cassette format and its boxy shape makes it
stackable with other hi-fi components. A
new 4-bit N-MOS microprocessor controls the transport for avariety of semiprofessional uses including two-speed
cueing, punch-in recording, automatic
playback, record mute, high-speed shutoff, and slack-tape takeup. The ZX-7's
microprocessor permits the transport to
be switched directly from Rewind to Play
without passing through Stop. The deck's
convenient push-button controls operate
via this microprocessor to yield instant,
noiseless, gentle control over the transport's functions, eliminating the need for
the noisy "clunker" solenoids of earlier
cassette deck designs.
The transport mechanism uses three
motors, one each for the hubs, the capstan, and the cam which moves the head
bridge into position on the tape. The twocapstan, specially damped ("diffused resonance") transport controls the tape tension across the tape heads and isolates it
from vibrations of the cassette mechanism. Nalcamichi's proprietary "tape pad
lifter" pushes the cassette's integral pressure pad out of the way to reduce scrape
flutter induced by the pad.
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Electronically, the deck provides every feature the user could ask for. The
three discrete tape heads permit off-thetape monitoring during recording, essential for making good live recordings. The
ZJC-7's LED indicators allow precise tape
calibration. This is done by asimple threestep procedure, employing rotary controls to adjust record level and bias for
each channel and for each of the three
major tape types. Using the built-in 400
Hz oscillator, the user initiates the azimuth test; the deck then automatically
reads the relative phase between the two
channels, indicating this on the front
panel LEDs. By centering the LED light
pattern, the user matches the record head
to that particular cassette. Signal level
calibration is carried out using the same
400 Hz oscillator; bias calibration depends on switching in aseparate 15 kHz
tone which the deck reads out at a -20
dB setting. When the calibration is completed, the tape rewinds to the beginning
automatically.
The Nakamichi also incorporates
Dolby C noise reduction circuitry, with
"spectral skewing" and antisaturation networks to reduce intermodulation and
minimize high-frequency tape overload.
Further electronic niceties include an
unusually wide-range 50-dB, 16-segment,
LED volume-level indicator, and automated fade-up/fade-down volume control
for use during record—with achoice of
the fade speed, no less! Although this
particular deck does allow for off-thetape monitoring, an external microphone
preamplifier is required for live recording and an external timer is needed to
switch the deck on and off for unattended
recording. There is a provision on the
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back panel for aremote control plug-in taken. My measurements indicate an ununit so the deck can be operated via a usually flat frequency response for all
tape formulations, on record-playback:
hand-held switching device.
The excellent ergonomic design of within -± 1.5 dB, 20 Hz-20 kHz. Midrange
this deck allows it to be rather straight- headroom at 400 Hz was excellent, as the
forward and self-explanatory in actual use, meters had to be pushed to +7dB for
and the ZX-7's complete manual calibra- the deck to reach 3% distortion. Signaltion facilities can be used almost as quickly
as some other, more expensive computer-

to-noise ratio at the 3%, 3rd-order distortion level was also good in the Dolby

automated decks take to adjust themselves.

C mode, ranging between 71 and 76 dB.

The manufacturer enclosed aseries
of test bench measurements on the deck
they shipped for review. These measurements, from Sound Technology equipment, are listed in the table at the end of
this review. At my request, Nakamichi

These excellent performance measurements were confirmed in actual use.

loaned me one of their excellent T-100
audio analyzer modules (reviewed in
Stereophile, Volume 5-8, pages 21-23) with
which Ichecked the specifications myself.
Nakamichi's EX-Type Itape, SX-Type II,
and ZX-Type IV (metal) tape formulations
were measured in record-playback modes
at 0 dB and at -20 dB. Other standard
cassette recorder measurements were
64

In making cassette tape copies of records,
the ZX-7 showed good dynamic range,
excellent tonality, and an ability to maintain some of the elements of imaging.
Gould's Spirituals for Orciyestra (Crystal
Clear CCS7005) revealed both the large
soundstage of the orchestra, the attack of
percussion instruments, and the feeling
of amassed stringed section evident on
the disc. The dynamics of the percussion
instruments in the Roger Wagner Chorale
(M&K Records) were evident, and the
applause following the performance was
Stereophile

authentic. Applause is as difficult for a
cassette deck to reproduce authentically
as is FM hiss. At -20 dB, it was impossible
to tell the difference between these sources
and the tape itself when the Source/
Monitor switch on the Sony Esprit TAE901 preamp was thrown. This is atribute
to the Nakamichi ZX- -'s excellent midrange and high-end response.
The sternest test of this cassette deck
came during alive taping session of the
Beethoven "Bagatelles" played on aYamaha grand. Two Nakamichi CM-300 om-

UCX-S Type H tape was used with the
deck was in the Dolby C mode.
In summary, Nakamichi has produced afull-function cassette recorder in
the $1,200 range whose laboratory measurements, user flexibility, and sonics are
excellent. The automated bias, equalization, and sensitivity adjustment via onboard computers available on other decks
(like the F1&O) cannot produce abetter
sounding tape than the M-7 can do with
its manual adjustments. Compared to the
Tandberg 3004. the Nak did nearly as

nidirectional mikes were fed into aNakamichi MX-100 mike mixer which then
fed the Sony Esprit preamp. On playback,

well in the midrange and a little better
at high frequencies—and for a much

the pianist noted that the Nakamichi's
sound was the most detailed and brightest
of the tape decks that were used at that

is out, the competition is very stiff: the
3014 costs only $1395, has Dolby C, and
very good high frequency response. Still,
the ZX-7 represents excellent value and

session. In particular, the Nakamichi excelled in transient response, and produced aspacious soundstage while maintaining the normal image size of the
piano. For this particular recording, Sony

lower cost. Now that the Tandberg 3014

allows the serious cassette recordist to
enjoy some of the professional features
generally reserved for much more expensive cassette recorders.

THE TANDBERG
TCD3004 CASSETTE
DECK
At $2,199, Tandberg's flagship cassette
deck excels in ease of handling, mechanical precision, and operating flexibility.
The TCD3004 has been previously reviewed in Audio Alien tat ire': this current
report will detail the unit's features, its
highly precise microprocessor-control
Stereophile
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transport, and certain electronic refinements.
Among its luxury-class features are
the adjustable winding speed, abuilt-in
test tone generator for azimuth, bias and
record level; adigital tape counter with
memory; twin equalized peak-reading
meters; microphone inputs; and remote
control options. Off-the-tape monitoring
is possible because of separately mounted
record and playback heads in a threehead configuration, and the deck allows
one to adjust the record head azimuth in
relation to the playback head. The ability
to cue in wind or rewind, the "flying
start" control functions, and the ultrastable, microprocessor-controlled, four-motor transport mechanism contribute to an
utterly professional feel in using this tape
deck. Unlike other expensive cassette
recorders, the TCD3004 is extremely easy
both to set up and to use.
A tape deck's quality is directly related to the mechanical stability and reliability of its transport. In the case of the
TCD3004, the transport is very rugged
and precise. Combining ahighly sophisticated U-1802 microprocessor integrated
circuit with adual capstan, closed-loop
drive system produces ahigh degree of
sonic stability for music program material.
Four DC motors are employed: a
servo-controlled DC motor for capstan
drive, a "cog-free" one for supply and
rewind, a DC commutator motor for
takeup and wind, and a fourth, servopositioned, motor to engage the headbridge and pinchrollers when the cassette
has slipped into its positioning pins on
the face of the deck The motor's 5-mm
thick mounting plate and die-cast flywheels are designed for ruggedness, re-
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liability, and reduction of resonance
problems. In fact, the flywheels are comparable in size to those used in Tandberg's reel-to-reel tape recorders. Belts
are used where necessary to smooth
transport motions, but the four-motor
configuration actually simplifies the design of the transport mechanism.
In addition to providing the logic
circuitry for controlling the powerful
transport mechanism, the microprocessor surveys the operation of the deck and
signals maloperation via seven different
numbers on adigital function indicator
at the front panel. Encapsulated microswitches read the position of tape and
determine if the cassette's "record inhibit" tabs have been removed from the
back of the cassette.
The microprocessor also controls
the motion of the reel motors while
coordinating movements of the headbridge and pinchrollers. The tape transport is constructed so that the cassette is
actually exposed on the faceplate of the
recorder, allowing easy access to the
heads for cleaning and demagnetization
There is adual-gap ferrite erase head
with enough erase current for metal tape
aferrite record-head with a4-micron gap
and a diamond-cut, multicore Senallo
playback head with a1-micron gap. Thus
each head's composition and gap size are
optimized for its particular function
Through a front-panel azimuth control
with arange of ± 150 degrees the record
head can be adjusted to perfectly match
the factory-adjusted alignment of the playback head, by using an internally generated 12 kHz tone. Although this feature
does afford the ability to adjust for the
minor variations from cassette to cassette.
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and to subsequently play back with accuracy (since the playback head is used
in the record-adjustment and is itself
nonadjustable), there is aserious drawback: tapes made on other machines, with
their varying azimuth settings, will not
necessarily be played back well. Depending on your collection of previously recorded cassettes, and the decks on which
they were made, this can be quite a
problem. 4 This reservation aside, the
Tandberg had the easiest azimuth adjustment procedure of any of the decks tested.
When the back panel is taken off, a
row of 11 plug-in circuit boards is revealed, so the innards of the TCD3004
resemble those of ahome computer. The
relatively large number of individual
component parts is aresult of Tandberg's
design philosophy, which selects only
individual components (no large ICs) for
the active signal path. Although seemingly
complex, this plug-in circuit board ap-
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proach allows the Tandberg TCD3004 to
be repaired quickly if a fault should
develop.
Complex circuitry is also required
for the azimuth, bias, and record-meter
level calibration, as well as to drive the
symmetrical, equalized, peak-reading meters. The internal two-tone generator, 400
Hz and 12 kHz, allows for individual
adjustment of bias and record sensitivity
for every tape installed in the deck.
The extended Actilinear recording
system reduces interferences between the
record amplifier and the 90 kHz bias
oscillator, and increases the overload
margin of the recording amplifier by
almost 20 dB. In addition, the Dyneq
recording circuit varies the record equalization according to source materials, thus
decreasing high frequency IM distortion
and high frequency tape saturation. This
gives increased headroom for the recording of high frequency signals on tape

Save your digital dollars —
Find out how good your analog records really are!

• 35 second cleaning cycle (wash/dry) per side.
• 18 RPM. high-torque turntable motor allows deep cleaning without
strain.
• Uses distilled water or dilute alcohol solution.
• No liquid touches record label.
• Machine fully enclosed — no splashing, no mess.
• Powerful suction (vacuum) ensures quick, deep cleaning—removes old
residue, prevents new residue build-up.
• Fail-safe design. All components extra heavy-duty professional grade.
• Velvet coated record contacts.
• Leaves a pristine, dry, static-free record.
There is a wealth of information in the grooves of your analog records
that is hidden from you by the build-up of micro-dirt in the valleys of
the grooves. Let the HW-16 safely remove all this gunk that is clogging
up your records, and be amazed at how quiet, detailed and natural
sounding records can be.
The newly refined HW-16 Record Cleaner will wash and dry your records
so well; the sound of Analog Recording will amaze you! The HW-16 is
the most important addition you can make to your music system.
V.P.I. Ind. Inc.
P.O. Box 159. Ozone Park, N.V. 11417
(212) 738-3269

Isaac Stern, Willie Nelson
and
50,000 music lovers
have
something in common.

They own
Magneplanar® speakers.
Prices starting at Sa75.00 per pair

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake MN 55110

without saturation.
Bang and Olufsen elected to employ
afeedback loop for controlling the bias

of amplification bypassed to improve signal-to-noise ratio.
Bench tests were carried out, again
using Nakamichi's T-100 Audio Analyzer.

in their fIX-Pro circuitry, and actually vary
both bias and equalization. Tandberg, on

Wow and flutter (DIN peak) were at the

the other hand, chose to vary only equalization, albeit in acomplicated way using

claimed 0.07% level. Record level for 3%
harmonic distortion was at +4 dB for

the Dyneq and Actilinear circuits. Idon't

type II and metal tape. At the 200 nWim,

pretend to understand all the engineering
niceties of 'these differing philosophies,

0-dB record level, 3rd-order harmonic
distortion ran 1.1% for each tape formulation. Signal-to-noise level with Dolby
off, relative to 3% harmonic distortion,
ranged between 55 and 50 dB for the

but they do produce different results.
With the B&O, it's possible to use inferior
tape and still come up with acceptable
results, so great is the high-frequency
headroom. The Tandberg requires premium tape since there's less headroom
at the high end, but their circuit produces
substantial headroom in the midrange
where most of the musical information
lies. Perhaps this is one reason the landberg's midrange sound is superior.
The metering on the TCD3004 deserves comment. A separate scale is utilized for metal tape: the zero VU point
appears at +2.5 dB on the top scale (type
Ior II tape), and at +4dB on the bottom
scale (metal tape), each referenced to the
Dolby level of 200 nWini. This gives some

three tape formulations. With Dolby B
on, the same measurements were 9 dB
better for each tape formulation.
The record-playback frequency response measurements, at 0-dB record
level, showed agentle rolloff beginning
at about 8kHz for both metal and type I
tape, down between 8 and 10 dB by 12
kHz. The more usual measurement at
record levels of -20 dB indicated avery
fiat frequency response within ±0.5 dB

indication of the unusual overload capac-

frequency response of metal tape between 20 Ilz and 20 kHz. Rewind speed
could be adjusted with avariable control
on the front panel and measured 44
seconds for C-60 tape and 59 seconds for

ity permitted by the 3004's electronics.
Other optional features include re-

C-90 tape. These were the fastest wind
times for any cassette recorder we have

mote control and timer units, available
in both wireless infrared and "hard-wired -

tested.
The Tandberg TCD3004 was used
for several months to record FM broad-

versions. The TCD3004 weighs 27 pounds
and is basically afront-loading machine.
Although this feature-laden deck allows such options as variable wind speeds,
flying starts, and cueing functions (all
available without going through STOP
first), it has only one type of Dolby noise
reduction circuit. Dolby B integrated circuit chips are utilized with the first stage
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casts, disc material, and live performances. Although careful A/11 comparisons
revealed the expected higher hiss level
in the Tandberg's Dolby Bcircuits (versus
other tape decks Dolby C circuits), this
difference in level was extremely subtle
and not apparent during recording work.
In fact, my impression of the Tandberg's
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sound (in relation to the other decks)
was of increased clarity and more detail.
In direct comparisons with the B&O 9000

11.1111.~.."--... •

deck, FM interstation hiss and disc recordings of audience applause appeared
brighter and more realistic on the landberg deck. The strong bass drum transients on the recording of Morton Goulds
Spirituals for Orchestra were best reproduced on this deck.
We found the Tandberg's off-the-tape
monitoring function invaluable during
recording sessions. Fortissimo piano treble notes can overload a tape, and not
be detected by the deck's metering system. Off-the-tape monitoring and gain
riding makes it possible to avoid such
distortion. This feature was used in the
double-blind comparisons, where the signal from one source was fed to apreamp's
twin tape outputs. The signal was then
recorded on two different decks and the
output of each playback head run through
the ABX switchbox and back to the
preamp's tape inputs. This perfectly synchronized the responses from the two
decks.
Using this method, we found that the
Tandberg deck with Dolby B could hold
its own sonically with decks of more
recent design utilizing Dolby C. Even
though the comparison decks measured
slightly better from 8 Idlz to 20 kHz at
the 0VU recording level, the subjective
impression was that the Tandberg had

years ago and remains competitive with
more recently designed machines.
The Tandberg is amost impressive
deck to use. The many pushbuttons on
the aluminum front panel are well marked
and respond instantly and positively to
light finger touch. Cueing and flying-start
functions operate flawlessly. The ganged
master level control, the easily accessible
output level controls, the very easily
cleanable tape heads, and the responsive
push-button controls make it clear why
the Tandberg TCD3004 has athoroughly
professional feel. Clearly, this is not just
window dressing. The heavy, reliable
transport mechanism, combined with a
well-designed microprocessor circuit,
produces avery rugged and reliable machine, well worth its high price.
The ability to maintain depth of im-

equal or better midrange headroom. The
only drawbacks noted when using the
deck were the lack of Dolby C noise
reduction and the small record-level meters, which were difficult to read from a

aging, subtle transient detail, and wide
dynamic range speaks well of the Tandberg's electronics. The TCD3004 stands
as one of the most expensive and best-

distance. It is remarkable that the Tandberg TCD3004 was designed over five

designed cassette recorders to emerge in
the last decade.
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CASSETTE DECK TEST
CONCLUSIONS
It is almost an overwhelming job to
evaluate three ne plus ultra cassette decks;
each manufacturer has gone all out to
justify the large asking price for his machine. The Bang and Olufsen 9000 turned
out to be the most sophisticated of the
three decks, virtually an interactive computer with cassette drive attached. Its
special I
IX-Pro circuitry and "smart" PPMs
made for low distortion and extraordinarily quiet recordings—sonic impressions which were backed up by the test
bench figures. Its extraordinary electronic
conveniences, such as rapid access to any
portion of the tape and digital readout of
time left to record, were emphasized over
mechanical niceties in the transport.
Sonically, the other two decks led
by a margin which varied from narrow
to considerable depending on the source
material. In addition, the Nakamichi and
Tandberg decks were easier to use, perhaps because the manual adjustment of
these decks was judged more convenient
than the automation of the B&O—though
someone with a less technical background than myself might come to the
opposite conclusion. The Nakamichfs
Dolby Cfeature, also present on the BM,
was absent in the Tandberg TCD3004,
since it was an earlier generation tape
deck. The Nakamichi offered all of the
Tandberg's operating features and sonic
virtues at a$900 lower price. The Tandberg excelled in the midrange, at the
expense of extended high-frequency re-
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sponse; the reader will have to make his
own choice between the two. Though the
TCD3004 did not have the ruler-flat frequency response of either the Nakamichi
or the Bang and Olufsen, the midrange
clarity and dynamic range of this 1978
design playing in Dolby B matched the
sonics of the other decks using Dolby C.
It must be recognized that all three
decks are in the "Excellent" class. Sonically, they are much closer to one another
than three loudspeakers of equal price
range might be. Where they differ is in
the specific features they offer. Table I,
included in this article, is abreakdown
of some of their more important features
for the home recordist, as well as their
relative advantages and disadvantages. For
recording live or from discs, Ifeel more
comfortable and confident using adeck
with an off-the-tape monitoring feature.
As a result Iprefer the Nakamichi or
Tandberg deck, both of which offer this
critical feature.
Luxury cassette recorders cost as
much as ahome video setup, apersonal
computer, or many parts of ahigh-quality
stereo component system. The three decks
reviewed here meet in different %\,r ,
reflectin different corporate values, the
special needs of the consumer interested
in optimal recording of FM broadcasts.
disc material, or a live musical event—
or simply in owning asuperbly complex
and beautiful gadget.
LG
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IIn other words. the prerecorded cassette available
for purchase was recorded at the sanie speed at

-i Elsewhere in this issue .1(.11 Itakes the Revox

which it will he played hack.

cassette deck to task for the same failing. Only the

2 Idon't believe this

JGH

3Vi !unie S. No.2, pages 19-20.

Nakamichi Dragon. which constantly varie

- 10

the azi-

muth of its playback head to match the tape, has
successfully addressed this problem. Making only the
playback head adjustable leaves you with the problem
of recording onto variable cassettes, making both
heads adjustable would necessitate an adjustment
pnicedure prior to playing wit' tape. Who needs
that??
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
COUNTERPOINT PRE-PREAMP
1wish to extend my personal thanks
for the excellent review we received on
the SA-2 prepreamplitier.
Perhaps one of the most disconcerting and puzzling experiences adesigner
can have is to read a review that make
him wonder if they were indeed listening
to his design. This is most assuredly not
the case with either the original review
or the recent "second harmonic distortion/Bias Level control" followup. Good
job. That's what Ihear as well.
On the subject of the followup, regarding the subjective effect of varying
the Bias Level control vs. the conjectured
cause of this effect, I'll tell you that you
hit the nail on the head. The bias control
does affect the apparent richness of the
sound by varying its second-harmonic
content.
J. Michael Elliott
Counterpoint Electronic Systems
La Jolla, CA
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The world's finest
audio interconnect
cable.
How to buy a $2000
preamplifier for $80
Unbelievable but true.
Interlink Reference will improve your sound
system to a degree normally associated with some of
the world's finest preamplifiers and electronics.
Recall that first exciting moment when playing back one of your favorite recordings
over a new piece of equipment ... The music sounded incredibly real. Details that you
never knew existed on the record revealed themselves with stunning clarity. That's what
you'll experience when you play your favorite recordings back using Interlink Reference
cables in your sound system.
Interlink Reference sets a new standard for cable performance with Monster Cable's
"Bandwidth Balanced" multiple wire technology. Each of the two "balanced" conductors
incorporates 3 separate wire "networks" for highs, mids,
and lows. (Patent pending).
in your
Usesound
Interlink
system
Reference
(including
to connect
your S2000
all thepreamp)
components
and
experience an entire new world of interconnect cable
performance.
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Meet the
digital challenge
With the Alpha 1
moving coil cartridge
byMonster Cable ...

Analog or digital?
The Alpha 1meets the digital challenge by
reproducing your conventional analog disks with
unprecedented accuracy. The new Alpha 1utilizes
sophisticated computer analysis of amplitude and phase response to produce superb
dynamics, smooth quick transients, and apanoramic soundstage that recreates the original
musical event with startling reality
A rigid boron cantilever with a unique dual damper provides exceptional clarity and
dynamic range without the "harsh - sound typical of moving coil designs. The Alpha l's
unique "magnetic feedback" control circuit eliminates unwanted -eddy currents" for a full
soundstage and precise imaging.
So meet the digital challenge. Audition the new
Alpha 1at your nearest Monster Cable dealer. And
rediscover how good your analog records can sound.
--Inutsrmermiu_usa
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE
Monster Cable Products 101 Townsend St. San Francisco CA USA 94107
14151 777-1355 telex:470584 MCSYUI

The Small
Yet Surprising
Morel MLP-202.

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small
loudspeakers whose smooth response
and open. dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for
over eight years Now, with the U.S.
introduction of the model MLP-202,
Morel is prepared to offer the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.
each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the
strictest tolerances in our own factory,
incorporate
several notable
technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice-coil wire, unique
magnet structures having no stray
magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings. the Morel drivers are
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3') voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic
range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare.
Please write for details

r»)

porel

morel acoustic ltd
industrial area b. p.o.b. 140. ness ziona
70 451 Israel. tel 054-70796. telex 31951
morel acoustic usa
414 harvard street. brookline, mass. 02146
u.s.a.
tel. (617) 277-6663
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The following abbreviations are used
in these reviews:
CD = digitally mastered Compact
Disc
ACD = analog-mastered Compact
Disc
LV = Laser Video disc
DA = digitally mastered analog (vinyl) disc
DD = direct-cut analog disc
AA = analog-tape-mastered analog
(vinyl) disc
LP = any 331/3. rpm vinyl disc.

STEPHANE GRAPPELLI
AND BARNEY KESSEL
IRemember Django
Mobile Fidelity AA, MFSL 1-111.

Now here's a change of pace: a jazz
violinist!
Paris-born Stephane Grappelli became well known in European jazz circles
through his association with composer/
guitarist Django Rheinhan, whose gypsy
lineage and simple tastes (he was what
would be called today a functional illit•

erate) must have contrasted startlingly
with Grappelli's educated sophistication.
Despite adaunting handicap—he had lost
two fingers on his right hand in afire—
Django taught himself to play the guitar
so well that he was considered avirtuoso.
Django's fame spread worldwide
through recordings made with acombo
called the Quintet of the Ilot Club of
Stereophile

STEPHME GRAPPELLI/
BARNEY KESSEL
IRerrernbef

France. After Django's death in 1953,
Grappelli continued to be popular as one
of the world's few jazz violinists. When
he and guitarist Barney Kessel did aoneshot performance together in Paris in
1969, they meshed so well it was decided
to do arecording with instrumental backing approximating that of the old Hot
Club. It was called the New Hot Club
Quintet.
Although I'm not much into 60stype jazz, Ifound this to be adelightful
recording, both musically and sonically,
and Irecommend it to anyone who likes
jazz or has an active sense of musical
curiosity. Even though the recording relegates Messrs. Grappelli and Kessel to
extreme opposite sides of the "stage," the
lead instruments blend remarkably well
and produce some lovely sounds together. (The backup, however, is too far
in back for my taste.)
JGH

1
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ABBA
Super Trouper
Polar ACD 322.

This is my first exposure to this Swedish
group, which has asmall but avid following in the U.S. Its apleasant surprise.
¡fans' rock music could be described
as "clean," ABBA's musicmaking could be
Exhibit A. It has the (soft) rock beat and
rhythms, but instead of inarticulate
screaming, blasting electronic guitars and
hysterical percussion, this group features
18
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a small, mostly female chorus with the
ensemble and intonation of agood church
choir, asynthesizer, intelligent lyrics, clearvoiced soloists who sing understandable
English (yes, English), and above all else,
a level of musicality that is all too rare
on the rock scene. My only gripe: The
numbers all follow the rock tradition of
an end fadeout instead of a legitimate
ending. Oh, well ...
Most rock aficionadas will probably
argue that this isn't really rock, but who
cares? Ican see the appeal of this group,
and understand why their fans feel alittle
bit superior to the common herd. The
program is adelight, even to stodgy old
farts like myself, and one that Iheartily
recommend to anyone who is still skept-
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ical about rock music and wants an easylistening introduction to its less virulent
side. ABBA fans should need no such
encouragement.
The CD recording, well-laced (but
tastefully) with artificial reverb, is clean,
detailed and well-balanced save for a
sizz.ly high end which exaggerates sibilants and high percussion. Interestingly,
though, such high-end exaggerations are
far less disastrous on CD than on artalog
disc, where they are invariably accompanied by an irritating fuzziness.
This is one of the few rock recordings
Iown that Iexpect to play again, and
again, and again.
JGH

BRAHMS
4 Ballades, Op. 10
SCHUBERT
Piano Sonata, D.

537

Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli, pianist.
Deutsche Grammophon CD 400 043-

This is without adoubt the most worthwhile Compact Disc we've received from
Deutsche Grammophon. It still falls far
short of the best analog piano recordings
from asonic standpoint, but at the same
time is so much better than most of what
DG puts out on CD that we have to "rave"
about it. And Michelangeli is apianist of
such stature that we despair of hearing
him recorded by aperfectionist company.
This may be merely my ignorance,
but I've had great difficulty finding Michelangeli on record—any contributions
from readers who've seen adiscography
of his would be most appreciated. Ile is
one of the most distinctive of pianists; his
style is both detached and passionate,
while his technique is astounding! Ihave
yet to hear apianist who can match his
feeling for tempo, rhythm, or evenness
of touch.
The recording has an unusual quality
to the acoustic which is unsettling. The
sound is quite dry and hard, as if made
in an empty, highly reflective studio.
Paradoxically, there is little reverberation—that's what gives the sound an un-
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settling effect. On the other hand, digital's
strong points make acontribution too.
The CD's total lack of wow and flutter
lends an unaccustomed solidity and firmness to piano, and this is more apparent
in solo piano material, where it is the
only thing to listen to, than in, say, piano
concertos, trios and the like.
There's some sense of hall ambience
around the piano, yet the instrument stays
put, resolutely and solidly dead center,
occupying no more lateral space than one
would hear from a good seat (center
aisle, Row H) in a hall of modest size.
But the piano sound is oddly unconvincing. There are intimate details to the
sound—string buzzes, aslight excess of
the normal percussive attack sound—
which are inconsistent with the apparent
distance of the recording. Whether this
is aresult of spot-miking the piano from
close up, or of acoustical anomalies in

the hall, is something Ican't decide. The
disappointing thing about this is that I
had the feeling Iwas hearing aslightly
"modified" sound from the piano, described in the notes as being more than
60 years old, rather than the instrument
itself.
Complaints about the sound aside, I
can recommend the recording wholeheartedly. That is, the problems with the
sound do not substantially stand in the
way of enjoying the music. And given the
rarity of Michelangeli on disc (I have only
three of his analog records), Ithink all
of you with CD players should jump on
this release. What a joy it would be to
hear a pianist like this on Audiofon,
Performance Recordings, Reference Recordings, or Sheffield—in either analog
or digital form.
JGH

FT- 1
AUDIO PRODUCTS
BASED ON THE
ART OF LISTENING

SIGNATURE ONE
STATE OF THE ART
EXPANDER
Accurate and transparent
The key to achieving
realistic dynamics from
analog records. FM
and lape

MODEL FOUR-2
PREAMPLIFIER
Fall lunchon und with
switchable phono gain
tor MC or MM cartridges
on two inputs This new
design eliminates head
amp circuitry lor
maximum resolution

6440 North Ridgeway Ave .Lincolnwood. Illinois 60645

MODEL FIVE-1
HIGH CURRENT
POWER AMPLIFIER
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speaker loads Excellent
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LENA HORNE
The Lady and Her Music
Mobile Fidelity AA, 2-record set, 2-094.
la,

The term "legend in her own time - is
trite and hackneyed, but there is no better
description of showbiz luminary Lena
Home. She was the first black lady in
pop singing to become respectable among
honkies (the urbanity of her choice of
songs and her delivery have been compared to Noel Coward), and her vitality,
buoyant spirit and youthful voice (at age
66) are still packing houses. Her onewoman show, of which this is apparently
acomplete recording, ran on Broadway
for ayear before she took it on its overseas
tour, where it played again to packed
houses.
If you're too young to understand
what the Lena Home phenomenon is all
about, or too old to care any more about
naughty innuendoes and frivolous romance and the joie of akind of titre which
died before the Vietnam war, skip this
record set. If you're still running the
human race, hrecommend this M-F release to you. The anecdotes Ms. Home
relates about her years as aspunky black
lady in a white man's world are funny
and sad and sometimes toe-curling, and
the 34 songs are gleaned from many years
of show business. There are more eternal
verities here than you'll find in any philosophy textbook. To quote from the
record, "I figure after all these years I've
got the right to be as trash as Iwant
82
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whenever Iwant!" That line is only funny
when spoken by someone who obviously
isn't.
The original masters used here (from
QWEST Records) weren't too great. The
auditorium reverb is positively cavernous,
Ms. Horn's mike has a peaky high end
which turns sibilants into spittiness, and
vocal/orchestral balances are sometimes
a little screwy. But this M-F release reminds me of a conversation with the
firm's vice-president, Gary Giorgi, during
which he said, "I release what will sell to
pay for what Ireally want to release."
This recording was obviously not chosen
because of its audiophile-type sound quality
or its potential as aGold Record winner,
but because of its intrinsic musical value.
Right on, Gary!
JGH
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DEBUSSY
Three Nocturnes; Jeux
Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, Bernard Haitink conducting.
Philips ACD 400-023-2.
This is the first classical CD Ihave heard
that was originally mastered on analog
tape, and the sound is quite different
from what I'm accustomed to hearing
from the silver discs.
Ihad read so many critics' complaints
about excessive background (tape) hiss
from analog-mastered CDs that Iwas fully
prepared to be appalled. Iwasn't. Perhaps
my speakers (Watkins WE-is as of now)
are smoother than what some other critics
listen to, perhaps Iprefer amore subdued
high end than some, but 1did not find
hiss to be a problem with this Philips
disc. Yes, it is audible at high listening
levels, but it is not aSSSS, it is a11111111,
like the sound of avery gentle rain far
off in the background. Ihave heard worse
hiss from microphone preamps.
This is one of the best orchestral
recordings Ihave heard from a major
label. The chorus is placed, concert style,
behind the orchestra, and sounds suitably
ethereal and distant (no chorus mikes,
maybe?). And the orchestra/chorus balance is perfect. There is no question but
that, by comparison with digitally mastered material, the analog tape did round
off some of the edges to the sound, but
that sound is so suavely rich and effortless
that it is easy to become completely
immersed in the music while forgetting
Stereophile
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the sound—most of the time. My only
real complaint concerns the violin section, which is not only too prominent, it
also has a slightly hard, roughish edge
riding on it.
Despite the multimiking, the recording has a nice feeling of depth and
ambience, and instruments are located
sensibly across the stage without being
bunched together at the sides, although
the channel balance is continually biased
towards the left because of the overly
prominent violins. This recording also
suffers from something which bothers
me about most multimiked recordings; it
gives me the feeling of hearing too mud,
inner detail in the orchestra. Instead of
sonorities Ihear the individual instruments which should be blending to create
those sonorites.' And Idoubt that your
average concertgoer is accustomed to
hearing the flutist inhaling before an
entrance or the conductor whooshing
before eliciting aforte. Ihad never noticed either from my old (ca. 1980) analog
copy of this, but the lower noise and
enhanced detail of the CD made these
incidental noises noticeable enough to
draw attention to them. (Now that Iknow
where they are Ican hear them on the
analog disc, but barely.)
The short ballet jeux" was commissioned by Diaghileff and premiered in
1913 with choreography by Nifinsky. It
was coolly received and has rarely been
staged since, although there have been a
few recordings through the years. Based
on the view of love as merely agame,
like tennis, the music represented aturning point in Debussy's style. Instead of
languid dreaminess, "Jeux" is quixotic,
highly rhythmic and at times awkwardly
angular.
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The performances? My mind's ear
tells me Ihave heard somewhat better
ones of the Nocturnes, but since Icannot
recall which they were (an ancient one
on 78s and an early LP with Ansermet
and this same orchestra were two, but
they are hardly relevant in 1983), Iwill
simply say that Haitink's readings are
among the most persuasive of those currently on records, and almost certainly
the best-recorded. For 'jeux" Ihave little
frame of reference, having heard it only
once many years ago in concert. But I
find this performance completely captivating, and could not imagine it being
done any better. What else can Isay?
Despite my cavils, then, this deserves
inclusion in our growing list of Recommended Recordings.
JGH

'In the early '50s, when Sir Adrian Boult was engaged
in the formidable task of recording all of Ralph
Vaughan-Williams symphonies for English Decca, the
composer sat in on some of the recording sessions
to lend spiritual and artistic support to the undertaking. During the setup tests for one recording, the
recording director reported that the opening passage
of (I believe it was) the English horn was not audible
through the rest of the orchestra. Before he could
move to correct the problem. Mr. Vaughan-Williams
spoke up. "That's just awarmup for the player, - he
explained. "It isn't supposed to be audible... Further
proof. Imaintain, of the fundamental inappropriateness of multimiking.
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Twenty years ago, AR (Acoustic Research)
had this booth on the upper level of
Grand Central Station in New York—a
demonstration room w.here you could
see and hear AR products without being
hassled into buying them. It was aterrific
idea, and Iwas sorry to see the booth
close at the end of the 1960's.
My favorite demonstration was the
AR turntable. A fellow from AR would hit
the top of the plinth with awooden mallet
while a record was playing. Lo and behold, the stylus didn't skip. Iremember
once asking the man from AR if he would
let me hit the turntable on its side—
which, of course, he refused to do. The
suspension is much less well isolated
from horizontal vibrations than it is from
vertical. Still, the suspension is wonderful.
I've loved AR turntables ever since that
first demo.
Problem was, AR turntables had an
incredibly grungy arm. No calibration on
the counterweight—you set the tracking
force with ascale and weights. No antiskating, though afellow in New Hampshire made an add-on anti-skating device
which Inever saw. And aplastic headshell
that sounded exceedingly plastic. If only
AR had updated the table and got rid of
that arm, the British would never have
taken over the high end belt-drive turntable market. For some unnaccountable
reason, AR didn't update; the AR 77X13
went out of production in 1979. Now, to
almost everyone's surprise, the AR turntable is back—updated and upgraded. It
is abrilliant success.
First, though, a little more history.
The AR turntable was introduced back in
1962 and was designed by Ed Villchur.
Ken Kessler of Hi-Fi News & Record
Review calls Villchur's design a"master-

piece," and indeed it was. It was the first
modern belt-drive turntable and incorporated athree-point spring suspension
which provided exceptional isolation from
acoustical feedback. The AR has inspired
virtually every worthwhile turntable to
appear in the last 20 years, including
models from Thorens, Ariston, and Linn.
At the moment, Linn dominates the
high end belt-drive market, and for good
reason: it may well be the best-sounding
turntable around when it's properly set
up.' This is mainly a matter of leveling
the suspension and dressing the tone arm
cables so they don't interfere with the
suspension. By the way, Linn has dropped
it's price by 20% in the US for all its
products, including the turntable (now
$795). This is all very nice—but the British
pound has dropped in value twice as
much over the last 3years.
For those looking for something different, there's the Pink Triangle', also
from the UK. The company is managed
by homosexuals. During World War II,
Hitler made homosexuals wear a pink
triangle, just as Jews were made to wear
ayellow star. The Pink Triangle turntable
is either a statement of gay pride or a
tribute to gay martyrs or both. Its apparently agood turntable, too, and while it
may not surpass the Linn, it apparently
does sound different. I'm just passing on
what I've heard from other sources.
Among other British tables, there is
the CJ Walker for $399, which looks like
it should cost $199. And the Rega Planar
3, which sells here for $550—approximately double the UK price. Idon't know
the Walker and don't want to—I walked
away from this turntable as soon as Isaw
how cheaply it is constructed. 3As for the
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Rega, I've owned one for three years and
know it well.
The Rega is agood sounding turntable and agood value—at the UK price.
Someone once said that the Rega—which
has no suspension—is atriumph of engineering over the laws of physics. There
is little isolation from acoustical feedback—some Rega owners have gone to
the extreme of mounting their turntables
on flimsy shelves, the flimse serving as
isolation of sorts.
That's not all that's wrong with the
Rega. When you drill ahole for an arm
in the Rega's plinth, you've got ahole in
the Rega for good—there is no mounting
board. So if, like me, you decide that the
Rega arm isn't so great for medium-tohigh compliance moving magnets, you
either have to stick with the arm or find
something else that fits the hole. Also
there isn't enough room under the plinth
to mount many tonearms—Rega owners
have had to lift their turntables up on
stilts. (Rega is out with anew arm of their
own manufacture, which sells for around
$135 in Britain.)
If it's amiracle that the Rega sounds
as good as it does, it's amystery why the
Harmon-Kardon T60 doesn't sound better. Here is a moderately-priced beltdriven turntable which seems to do everything right. There are so many nice features—a three-point spring suspension
that is really easy to level, avery good
integrated tone arm, an arrangement
whereby the tone arm cables can't foul
the suspension, adjustable feet for leveling the plinth. But the Rega sounds better.
You explain it, Ican't.
And there's the often overlooked
Thorens TD160S, which is curiously unpopular among S. audiophiles, possibly
Stereophile

because it's German. It's avery good table
(I used to own a TD160C) and maybe
only slightly overpriced at $395.
Now AR is back in the game. The
new AR turntable features afine-quality
integrated arm (or you can order the
turntable armless and fit the arm of your
choice, saving $160 in purchase price), a
beautifully crafted cabinet made of particle board and finished with real walnut
veneer, athick acrylic dust cover, and a
new thin felt mat. The 3-point, T-bar
suspension is virtually the same as that
on the old AR. Indeed it is made using
Ed Villchur's original tooling.
I
low would Idescribe the sound of
the AR? In aword—it's ravishing. Bass is
deep and clear—there is afirm foundation under the music. A symphony orchestra plays with integrity (in the sense
of wholeness)—there is none of the disembodied sound that you get with a
typical direct-drive turntable. Soundstage
depth is remarkable. Imaging is excellent—instruments are precisely located
and there is no "hole in the middle."
This turntable has an effortless, dynamic,
natural musical quality that is truly remarkable.
There's abloom to the music, similar
to that of live music. There does seem to
be aslight emphasis in the upper bass,
giving the turntable added warmth (much
like the Linn). But Ihave no objection—
Ilike this sound. Anyway, if you want
your sound alittle drier and crisper, you
can substitute the Oracle Groove Isolator
or some other replacement mat. The
midrange has a "euphonic softness," to
borrow the term used by a British reviewer in IIFNRR. All in all, the sound of
this turntable is so good that Imay have
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to re-think my position on the Compact
Disc.
What was that, Cheapskate? Some
doubts about the Compact Disc? Iam not
sure yet. I'll just say that Ihave not played
asingle Compact Disc since my AR turntable arrived. Maybe the Compact Disc
does take something out of the music that
atruly excellent analog system leaves in.
Maybe Ivor Tiefenbrun, of Linn Products,
is right. (Yes, I am having crow for

Ialso noticed some play in the tone
arm, but it didn't feel like the bearings.
On closer inspection, Isaw that the screws
holding down the mounting collar were
loose. This necessitated a trip to the
hardware store for the appropriate alien
wrench, removing the turntable base, and
tightening the collar. A half-hour job
(provided your hardware store is nearby).
Obviously quality control during the first

dinner—and leftovers for breakfast!)
The AR is the superb-sounding, mod-

weeks of production wasn't quite what it
should have been.
That wasn't all. My turntable was

erately priced American-made turntable
that alot of us have been waiting for. The

plagued by avery noisy motor—I could
hear the droning, or more accurately, the

turntable may not surpass the Linn in

However, I did encounter a few
difficulties. The first has to do with the
overhang gauge. You are supposed to

pulsing of the motor while Iwas sitting
5 feet away with cover closed and the
music playing softly. And the cue lever
hung up in mid-air. AR sent me areplacement turntable, which Iam happy to say
is very quiet and problem-free.
Concerned about recommending a

place the gauge over the spindle and then
move the arm over the spindle and the

product with which I'd had afew problems, Italked with Tim I
loll, the gentle-

gauge, adjusting the cartridge in its headshell so the stylus sits in araised dimple.

man responsible for the redesign of the
AR, and he assures me that they are taking

But the swing of the arm is not sufficient
to let you bring the arm over the spindle
without forcing it, and Ican imagine some

every precaution to avoid putting noisy
motors "out into the field." They are, in
fact, running each motor for 48 hours
and then listening for noise. Still, anoisy

performance but it comes very, very close.
It is aterrific bargain—absolutely without
question the best buy on the market.

people trying to do just that.

Sc) what are you supposed to do? I one might get through. So it might be a
used agauge from my collection of cargood idea to check out the turntable
tridge paraphernalia. Alternatively, you
before you buy. If you have anoisy motor,
can use the AR gauge if you loosen the
in my experience it should be evident
height adjustment screws on the arm base.
right away. At least AR is concerned enough
Here's the missing sentence in the manual
to talk to their customers: Ieven got a
(which I'm told will be inserted in future
call from Ron Fone, president of AR,
printings): "It may be necessary to slacken
slightly the two 11
2 mm. alien screws in
/

apologizing for the problems I'd experienced. Readers who have less luck should

the tone arm base and rotate the entire

get in touch with me do Stereophile.

tone arm temporarily in order to undertake this step." The procedure is .
anuisance.

turntable. It's manual, of course. And you
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Now, a few more things about the
change the speed from 33 to 45 rpm by
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lifting off the outer platter and repositioning the belt, just like aLinn. Incidentally, Ifind that the Monitor Audio Stylift
is the best stylus lifting device to use with
this turntable—unlike the Audio-Technica Safety Raiser, which has a tendency
to stop working after a while (in my
experience).
As for the arm, I like it. It's an
exceptional value for the extra $130. The
arm is made in Japan and appears identical to one of the Missions. The effective
mass is 13 grams—sort of lowish medium—and it's height-adjustable and mates well with every cartridge I've tried.
One caution: the arm won't accept cartridges weighing more than 9grams. Also,
the detachable headshell is non-standard.
Before you groan about that, Ishould tell
you that it is by far the best detachable
headshell Ihave seen, providing avery
rigid coupling. You might order acouple
of spare headshells at the time you buy
your table.
If you're looking for trouble or ways
to spend more money, you could buy the
turntable unarmed and mount the arm
of your choice. AR supplies predrilled
mounting boards for several popular arms,
so at least you're spared the bother of
drilling. But do be advised that setup is
probably as critical as with aLinn. The
suspension must be absolutely level and
the cables must be carefully dressed to
avoid fouling the suspension. The instruction manual, by the way, is very clear in
telling you how to accomplish this, so
the process should be straightforward,
albeit time-consuming and tedious. To
wit: To do the job, you should suspend
the plinth from the ceiling using heavy
wire and hooks, level the plinth, and then
start installing the arm. This way you can
Stereophile

get at the suspension from underneath
to level it and dress the cables properly.
If adealer suggests an alternate arm,
you might ask him why you should spend
the extra money when the AR arm is so
good. One reason might be that the dealer
recommends a low-compliance, heavy,
moving coil cartridge. But then, you might
ask why you should buy an Accuphase,
Koetsu, or Kiseki (or whatever) when the
Shure V15-5 is so good (particularly with
the new MR stylus, about which we've
been hearing such good reports). And if
you must have amoving coil, there are
plenty which will work with this arm; it's
aperfect match for the Ortofon MC100U,
for instance.
When you buy the turntable armed,
of course, the factory installs it. If adealer
installs your arm, there's always the chance
he won't do the job right, as many Linn
owners have learned—so be sure to check
his handiwork. Install the outer platter
and see if the suspension is level. Then
turn the outer platter upside down on
top of the inner platter to see if the belt
rides where it should, referring to the
instruction manual. Finally, play arecord
while you knock vigorously on the top
of the plinth. If the stylus skips agroove,
you might suspect that the springs on the
suspension have been done up too tight
or that the cables are not properly dressed.
Here's the final word (I knew you
were waiting): Iknow of no turntable
selling at anywhere near the price which
provides such superb quality of reproduction. You would have to spend two
or three times the money to get better
sound, and even then Iam not convinced
you would. Combine the AR with agood
moving magnet cartridge like the Shure,
and for under $600 you will own a
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AR, you may not feel the need for aCD
splendid disc playing system. Then you'll
player—I'm not sure Ido.
be in agood position to evaluate whether
the extra hundreds you might pay for a
Linn, Oracle, VPI, or SOTA (not to men1There are many, of course, who will dispute this
tion the bucks for acomplementary arm)
statement: SOTA. Michell, 'Pl, Goldmund, Oracle. Of
those five, only Michell and Goldmund do not sell a
will be worth the extra sound quality.
large number of 'tables in the US. Regardless of those
Who knows, you may find in time that
sales, it is interesting to observe to whom all these
their level of improvement is worth the
people like to compare themselves: Linn.
IA
cost, just as the AR is clearly worth much
2 Currently under review by JG11, with a review to
more than the standard cheap 'tables.
appear soon. Hint: it's his favorite 'table to date.
3Which means you missed agood bet. at least until
Needless to say, the AR receives my
highest recommendation. If you own a the AR arrived. The Walker does appear cheap, but
it also sounds good (
see review in Stereophde. Volume
direct-drive (other than the Goldmund),
5-8).
1t
LA
get rid of it and buy an AR. That one
purchase will do more to improve the
sound of your system than anything else
Ican think of. If you are considering a
CD player, hold off and buy an AR 'table
instead. Wait for the CD players to get
better, the prices to drop, and the software
to improve. Indeed, after you hear the
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CC-3 Stereo Power Amplifier
Accurate • Reliable •Affordable
Write or call for the product information
and the name of your nearest dealer.

AUDIONICS
Audionics, Inc.
P.O. Box 969 University Station
Portland, Oregon 97207
503/239-5343
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NELSON - REED LOUDSPEAKERS
6-02/B FULL RANGE TWO-WAY

We Have Redefined The Compact Loudspeaker
Looking for a bookshelf speaker system? Let's do some shopping.
How many two-way systems boast clean bass, flat to 40 Hz? You have just
eliminated most of our competition. And what kind of sound pressure levels do
most two-way systems produce? Not as much as our ferro-fluid cooled drivers
do. For around $275, how many offer achoice of wood finishes? Weed out a
few. And how many other manufacturers support their small speakers with a
complete line of subwoofers designed for upgrade? Not many.
Frankly, very few two-way systems of any size equal the power/bandwidth of
the 6-02/B, let alone in acabinet smaller than acubic foot. Add up what all other
compact systems do. Compare the 6-02/B. You will come to one conclusion:
there is no equal.
Write or call for complete specifications:

Nelson - Reed
15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, Ca. 95030
(408) 356-3633

AUDIO MART
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For Sale
ABBIE'S

AUDIO

OFFERS

exceptional

Berning, Audioquest,

filament supply transformers, constant
current design, gold-plated inputs, audi-

Creek, Pink Triangle, Spica, Talisman,

ophile wiring, premium passive parts and

products:

David

Goetz Systems, JSE Infinite Slope, Melos

matched tubes for $769?!? Impossible?

Audio, Heybrook, VP!, M&K, Pentagram,
E. High St., Waynesburg, PA 15370. (412)

No, PRECISION FIDELITY! Audition the
marvelous M-8 power amplifer now! Also:
SOTA, Souther, Alpha-1, Luminescence,

852-1134.

Talisman, Premier, Sumiko, Sonographe,

BERNING TF-101I, $1250; pair EA-230,

Perreaux, Aiwa, Nitty Gritty, RAM Tubes.
AUDIOPHILE RECORDS: Dave Wilson's

Sumiko, and more. Free newsletter. 302

$495 each; Grant-Lumley GL-50a, $650;
Magnepan Unitrac I, $175 or best offer.
All as new. Tom, (201) 485-3465, (201)
992-7963.
AUDIOPHILE: HIGH-END equipment at
affordable prices. With offices in both
Tokyo and Los Angeles we can serve you
best and have many unusual and unique
new releases and models to offer. Consult
with us for Yamaha, Sony, Nakamichi,

best ever, Reference Recordings, Sheffield, Flarmonia Mundi, etc., All DISCOUNTED. Complete software catalogue,
$3.50. THE RECORD PLAYER, (805) 6855522; P.O. Box 2574, Goleta, CA
93118.
NAKAMICHI 680ZX Auto-azimuth alignment. Two-speed, remote-control. One
year old, mint. $900. Call (915) 75/-6655

Stax Dynavector, Accuphase, Micro-Seiki,

Eves.

Esprit, and more. Brochures and price

SAVE 70% ON AMPEX PROFESSIONAL
SERIES open reel tape. 1800 or 2400'

quotes free; full catalog $3. Write J.S.
Alukashiya: 1-14-32-210 fingumae, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo or 930 North Lacienega

on 7 inch reels, used once. case of 40,
$45. We pay postage. 10 x 3600' and

Boulevard, Los Angeles 90069, or call

cassettes available. Master CardA'isa. Wil-

(213) 652-3337.

ted, Electronics, Box 6-57, Richboro, PA

ACOUSTAT SCA REVISION: All vacuum
tube/polyprope signal processing, active

18954. (215) 322-4866.
THRESHOLD FET-ONE PREAMP.

voltage regulation, new FR-4 PCB, defin-

sealed, $1695 (List, $2200). (305) 226-

itive/dynamic, old amps + 1200/pair. Also

8219.
NAKAMICHI 680ZX discrete head deck.
Half-speed feature, auto azimuth align-

complete preamp revisions: DJ, AR, Marantz,1 Paragon, 600/ea. Write: J. Curcio,

New,

PO Box 10503, State College, PA 16805-

ment. Excellent condition, given TLC since

0503.
A TUBE IIYI3RID POWER AMPLIFIER with

new. May deliver. $1,050. Call Greg (703)
777-5684 (Virginia).

150 watts r.m.s. per channel, bandwith to

FERROGRAP1 ISt PER 7 HSFIT, 10 1
2 ,
/
mint.
Mech w,Nlaint Man. $450. Doug (212)

125kIlz, rise time under two microseconds, NO NEGATIVE FEEDBACK, near
Class-A operation, separate circuit boards
for each channel, separate power and
92

489-0232.
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PROM KINERGETI S

AIN

With the absence of hysteresis distortion* the decades-old
promise of transistor superiority can finally be realized.
Listen to the KBA-100 Amplifier and the KPA-1 Preamplifier.
We think it is the best amplifying system available.
Suggested retail: KBA-100 Amplifier $795.00
KPA-1 Preamplifier $775.00
Write for information

—
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KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 Reseda Boulevard •Tarzana, California 91356 •(818) 345-2851

Be ,
Series 140 Power Amplifier
... excellent music reproduction
at an affordable price.
In the Series 140 Power Amplifier, B & K Components, Ltd. has developed
asimplified design concept and produced it with rigid quality controls.
The result — a highly reliable unit with excellent capability for under
five hundred dollars.
Check these outstanding features:
-3.2 db of Dynamic Headroom;
-All V% of Metal Film Resistors:
-Class "A" complementary symmetry
up to the driver stage:
-Seventy watts per side most et design;

-A 47,000 MFD power supply guarantees peak demand performance;
-Digital Audio Disc Compatability
for optimal system flexibility;
-Gold-plated connector posts.

Call toll-free or
write today for information.
Toll-Free: 1-800-543-5252
(NY State only) 1-800-235-5020

B & K Components, Ltd.
P.O. Box 331
Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127 U.S.A.
716-652 7667
Telex: 466482

MITSUBISHI DA-C7 TUNER/PREAMP, mint/

CONRAD-JOHNSON

different! $300. (315) 472-3699.
FOUR INFINITY Que 3 SPEAKERS, E.V.

$2100. Eves. (217) 546-2140

PREMIER-3,

AUDIO RESEARCH SP6-Brc., mint, $650:

Interface iiiA with equalizer, $500 per

Acoustat 3's, mint, $900. (606) 679-8853.

pair. (404) 752-7772.

DEALER DEMO SALE. All items with man-

WINTER SPECIAL, SPECTRUM 208A, $245

ufacturer's warranty. Some items below

per pair. (313) 478-0857.

dealer cost. Perreaux SN1-2 preamp, $699.

LUXMAN 8020 STEPUP TRANSFORMER.
All silver wire. Cost $200, asking $100 or

VSP Trans-MOS power amp, $599. Mons-

best offer. Stele (213) 828-1305.

PS Audio IV H preamp, very latest, $529.

ter Alpha MC cartridge, new sealed, $325.

OPEN REEL TAPES FROM STUDIO MAS-

PS Audio 2C+ power amp, $479. Audire

TERS. Catalogue, PM. Barclay-Crocker,

electronic crossover, $239. Tandberg TCD
420A cassette deck, $379. Audio Concepts
Caldwell ribbon system, woofers, $499.

313-E Mill Street, Poughkeepsie, M' 12601.
UNINTERRUPTED TAPING -Audiophile
C-120's. Four $16. Sample $4. Light SupplyS7; 2265 Westwood Bl. #415, Los Angeles,
CA 90064.
ABSOLUTE SONIC INTEGRITY NOW obtainable with revolutionary outboard
phono circuit design. This device will

Call (303)963-3269 after 7I'M Mountain
time and on weekends.
Wanted
WANTED: PAIR OF ALTEC VOT speakers.
Please read article in last month's issue,

reveal musical excellence with breathtaking realism and incredible detail. Select-

Volume 6, Number 5, Page 5-i of this
magazine. Then contact V.O. Mitchell, (504)

able capacitance loading insures compatibility with any MM cartridge or MC step

344-3640. 2743 East Lakeshore Dr, Ba-

up device. $369.95 satisfaction guaran-

WANTED: TUBE TYPE AMPS by McIntosh,
Marantz, Leak, Quad. Thorens TD-124,
Garrard 301. Altec 604 .s, 288-16G/H, Old

teed. Hugher-Mara' Electronics, 982 Patricia Lane, Crete, IL 60417.
CARVER C-4000 preamp with holographic
imagery, rear time delay, peak unlimiter,
and auto correlator. CARVER C-400 mag-

ton Rouge, IA 70808.

Tannoy Monitor Speakers. Old Western
Electric equipment (tubes, amps, consoles, mixers, tweeters, horns, speakers,

netic field amplifier 200 watts/channel.

others) Tel: (213) 576-2642. David Yo,

Selling as apair only. $1095. Ralph Wilson,

POB 832, Monterey-pk, CA 91754.

RD 4, Oak Forest Rd, Warwsburg, PA

KURLUFF IS BUYING HIGH QUALITY

15370. (412) 627-9151.

tube and solic state equipment and speak-

THORENS TD126 MKIII, Magnepan Unitrac I, Signet MKI 11E. Mint. $695 or best

ers such as: Audio Research, Bedini, Levinson, McIntosh, Marantz, Threshold, JBL,

offer. Bob, (413) 684-0044 (Eyes.)
YAMAHA C-2 PREAMP, B-2 amp, mint

Amber, Altec, Ampex, etc. Call if you have
anything of interest. Kurluff Enterprises,

condition. $495 for both. (303) 593-0350.

4331 Mamon Rd., El Monte, CA 91732.

Weekends.

(213) 444-7079.
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From aTradition
of Excellence
Conrad-Johnson model PV5.

$1485

Offering innovative circuitry, painstakingly implemented,
and executed with highest quality component parts, the
PV5 embodies the current state of art and technology in
vacuum tube audio circuit design. In asystem of reference
quality components, it achieves breathtaking reproduction
of live musical experiences. The PV5 will be a significant
refinement in virtually all audiophile systems.
Circuit description and detailed technical information
available on request.
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EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE
1474 Pathfinder Lane
McLean, Virginia 22101
703/528-8650
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